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Governor William J. Mills arrived
Sunday morning at Raton from Santa
Fe and left, in company with a number of Raton business men in the
Rocky Mountain's special car No. 200,
for Ute Park, where he addressed the
large company of excursionists dur-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, June 21. President Taft
this morning mailed to Washington a
special message which will be pre
sented to congress today, recommending an amendment to the pure food
laws. It Is the result of a recent
ing the afternoon. The special train supreme court decision which ruled
left Raton at 9:15 and left Ute Park that a manufacturer could legally laon the return about four in the after-(noo- bel a nostrum as a "cure for conThe party were guests at sumption" even though he failed to
a dinner given last evening at the establish the curative qualities of his
Uracca ranch. Messrs. E. C. Cramp-ton- , medicine so long as the label complied
Hugo Seaberg, A. R. Streicher with the law in publishing truthfully
and James K. Hunt returned home the chemical contents of the remedy.
on the Cimarron train this morning.
The president wants "congress to
Governor William J. Mills and Mr. pass further legislation providing that
J. van Houten left Cimarron this no misbranding or misleading statemorning in the special car over the ments whatsoever may be placed
Cimarron and Northwestern to; the on the labels.
Ponil for a visit to the Bartlett
Taft Denounces Nostrums.
ranch.-- Raton Range.
Washington, D. C, June 21 In a
Goes to Denver.
message prepared in New York and
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa transmitted through the White House
has gone to Denver on business. He today to congress, President Taft ar
is expected back in a week or two.
raigned the manufacturers of what
Civil Service Examinations.
he denounced "dangerous
drug
The United States civil service com- frauds" and urged congress to amend
mission announces the following nam- at this session the pure food and drug
ed open competitive examinations to law to strengthen that act in vital
be held on early dates.
points of weakness recently pointed
Law clerk, stenographer and type- out by decisions of the United
writes, (male), salaries $1,000 to States supreme court.
President Taft believes that unless
$1,200 per annum.
Laboratory aid (male) Bureau of the law is amended forthwith, the
Plant Industry, salary $55 per month. country will be again flooded by "in-

Horticulturist (male) salaries $2,000
to $2,500 per annum.
Application blanks and further information may be obtained from the
secretary of the local board of U. S.
civil service examiners at Santa Fe.
NV M., or from the secretary of the
twelfth U. S. civil service district
San Francisco,
postoffice building,

jurious

California.

SUGAR IS CHEAPEST
IN GREAT BRITAIN.

.

Water Applications.
The territorial engineer after an inspection of the southern' Pecos valley made recently today tcok action
on the following applications:
No. 282. Martin T. Yates Jr., o?
calling for water suppiv of
Eagle Draw. Rejected, failure of applicant to construct irrigjtion works
within time prescribed in approval of
permit by engineer.

,

nostrums" and "cure-alls- "
wfhich were common before the pure
food law was first enacted.
The message was transmitted to
both the senate and house. Representative Sherely, of Kentucky, has
already introduced a bill bearing on
the subject.

Price in United States Governed

by

Law of Supply and Demand
Declares Havemeyer.

Ar-tesl-a,

Thomas

No. 479.

Malone

H.

;

i

--

Hegerman, N. M., water of Felix river
to be diverted by means of pumping.
Approved, giving four times amount
of
of water claimed during
the irrigation season in order to be
able to pump a larger head of water
and to conform with prior applications of Thomas Banks, No. 63.
No. 450 by Floyd Thomas of Weed,
N. M., for waters of Cottonwood Draw.
Approved, providing twice the amount
of water claimed to be pumped
the irrigation season and to conform with application on No. 455 by
Henry J. verton of Lake Arthur calling for water of Cottonwood Draw
which was approved with similar restrictions.
No. 507 by Henry J . Thompson,
Springeryille, Arizona, for waters of
the Arroyo Carrizo. Rejected, applicant failing to return map, plans and
specifications within 60 days as prescribed by law properly corrected.
No.523 by the town of Farmington,
.
'N, M., for waters of the San Juan
river which is pumped onto a mesa
on the south side of the San Juan, and
to furnish water supply for the city of
Farmington. Approved for municipal
purposes only . This application for
water rights is for the purpose of supplying fire protection and domestic
supply and upon which a $50,000 bond
Issue was recently made by the electors at Farmington.
Finances of the Treasuries.
Territorial Traveling Auditor C. V.
Safford has made a statement showing the financial condition of the offl- ces of county treasurers at the close
of business May 31. Chaves county
heads the list with over $97,000 on deposit, and Bernalillo county Is second with over $80,000.
Santa Fe
county has nearly $27,000i The following is the statement, .the first column showing receipts- - for the month
the second the disbursements and the
third the balance on hand June 1:
one-fourt- h

lf

.

.

Bernalillo

$27,780.11 ;

$6,529.93
-.-

$84,634.47.'
; i,

Chaves, $44,401.74;

$15,967.09

Colfax,

$7,943.68;

Curry,
JS62.22.

4.

$44,082.29;
$11,050.26;

$3,438.00;

,

Dona Ana, $7,187.91;

'

Guadalupe,

$7,921.39;
$8,567.18;

$40,- -

$16,324.53;

$76,-13U-

$2,457.75;

$20,487.23;

927,659.45..

Lincoln,

$6,324.25;

$2,166.39;

330.31.

Luna,

$33,647.81;

744.54.

McKinley,

-

$11,316.47;
,
t
$11,675.49;
$1,889.76;

837.29.
-

Mora, $17,862,73;
827.19.

$43.- -

Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Haven, Conn., June 21. Speak
ing at the Yale alumni luncheon here
today, President Taft declared that
the. decisions of the U. S. supreme
court in the Standard Oil and American Tobacco cases have pointed a
clear road over which the honest
business man can travel in safety. It
and caused a panic in several hotels was the first public reference
the
in the vicinity.
has made to these decisions
president
Con
Guests of the Blackstone and
and was brought forth by the presgress hotels and the Young Women's ence on the platform with him of AsChristian Association were aroused sociate Justice Lamar.
and many of them ran into the
I believe these decisions." said the
streets.
president, "have done and will conThe explosion was the fifth within tinue to do great good to all the busithree weeks in the conduits of the Ed ness of the country."
ison Company, and the police are
The president took reflected credit,
he said, from the five appointments
working on the theory that the
mite was placed by employes
he had made to the supreme court.
The decisions in the two big cases,
company in an effort to foroe it to
abolish the open shop. Theexplosion he declared, proved conclusively that
was heard "for more thajr five miles he had chosen well.
and many hundred pages of glass
were broken, though mo one was in' MISSOURI AND WEST VIRGINIA
LOST TO DEMOCRATS.
jured by the explosio:

(By Special Leased Wire to TCew Mexican)
Chicago, 111.; June 21. A dynamite
explosion in a conduit of the Common
wealth Edison Company in Harmon
place, between Michigan and Wabash
avenues ' early today, broke windows
in buildings for several blocks around

$4,438.46;
-

v

DEPARTMENT CONFERENCES OF
SUNDAY SCHOOt CONVENTION.

Judge J. J. McLaren Who Was in San
ta Fe Last Week, Responds to
Welcome Address.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., June 21. A
department conference composed the
program of the morning and afternoon
sessions of the International Sunday
Schools Convention today. The home,
elementary, intermediate, Benior and
adult departments, and the departments of home visitation and teacher
'
training held sessions at local
churches at which general discussion
of departmental matters . followed
short addresses by prominent delegates.
Tonight a general meeting will be
held vat which the delegates will be
welcomed by A. E. Boynton, president pro tern of the California Senate,
representing Governor Johnson, and
Mayor P. H. McCarthy of San Francisco.
Responses will be made by Dr. Al
exander Henry of Philadelphia and
Judge J. J. McLaren of the Ontario
court of appeals, who was in Santa
Fe last week.
,,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 21 Elaborating his defense of trusts and the
combinations of sugar companies,
Horace Havemeyer, son of the late
H. O. Havemeyer, organizer of the
"sugar trust" today continued his testimony before the House
sugar committee. The witness limit
ed his approval, however, to "reasonable combinations."
SELECTING JURY FOR
He declared that combinations were
SALOON MURDERER.
reasonable when they took in small
to
liable
go into Attorneys of Frank Harold Henwood
companies that were
bankruptcy.
Will Rely on Plea of Self
He classed the National Sugar ReDefense.
seekis
which
he
in
fining Company,
conto
establish his
ing in the courts
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
trol as "reasonable .
Denver, Colo., June 21. The work
Mr. Havemeyer again expresses a of
selecting a jury to hear the case
belief that the consumers of sugar had
against Frank Harold Henwood,
benefited by the creation of combinacharged with the murder of George F.
tions because the producing cost had Copeiand was resuufed
today. Both
'
been reduced.
and defense are examin
In response to Representative Ford- - prosecution
ing closely the records of prospective
nay the witness, said the consumer Jurymen, and it is
hardly probable
certainly was paying no more for su- that the selection of the
jury will be
gar than he did iefore the combina- completed today. The line
of ques
tions.
tioning adopted by Attorney John T.
"The price of sugar is governed by Bottom,
Henwood, indithe law of supply and demand," de- cates thatrepresenting
he will make
clared Mr. Havemeyer.
'
his plea.
'
England is the cheapest place In
While Henwood had no trouble
the world in which sugar may be with
Copeiand, Attorney Bottom in
purchased, the witness said.
tends to show that Henwood at the
Is
that?
Because of free time was defending himself
"Why
against
trade?" inquired Representative Rord-na- certain death
at the hands of Von
i.
Phul, and that Copeiand was accident
"Well, I don't know I have not ally struck by one of the
bullets inmade a study of that," remarked the tended for Von Phul.
young millionaire.
GOVERNOR SHAFROTH CALLS
FATE OF DIRECT
PUBLIC LANDS CONVENTION.
I ELECTION IS UNCERTAIN.
Pinchot Policies Are to Be Discussed
House Will This Afternoon Reject
at Great Western Gathering
.
Bristow Amendment and Bill
in September.
Goes to Conference.
(By Special Leased Wire to lew Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican
Denver. Colo.. June 21. Gnvernnr
Washington, June 21. With debate Shafroth today set the jdate for hold
limited to three hours and a half, the
a public lands convention.in Denhouse today took up the resolution for ing
ver for September 28, 29 and 30.
the direct election of senators with Delegates from every state and ter
the Bristow amendment for federal ritory west of the Missouri river incontrol of elections attached.
cluding Alaska, that has a
land
A vote probably will be reached late acreage of not less thanpublic
, 1,000,000
today and there is little doubt that acres will attend the convention.
the house will reject the amendment, Three thousand
delegates are extract
thus sending the resolution to confer ed to be
present
ence where Its fate Is regarded as ua
The Pinchot policy of handling pubcertain.
lic lands will be one
important questions to be discussed.
AMERICAN WARSHIPS
ARRIVE AT KIEL. EXPECT TO CAPTURE
HOLDUPS BY NIGHTFALL.
Almost Entire German Navy Assent- :
o
wed to Greet the
Bloodhounds Are Warm on Trail and
' Visitors.
'
Are Heading for Mouth of
'
'
Umpque River.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kiel, Germany, June 21.
The (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
American warships, second division of
Drain,
June 21.
the Atlantic fleet, arrived here uriv to Sheriff Oregon, there is According
Quine,
good reason
this morning and are now moored in to believe that before nichtfall
tnilav
tne inner harbor before the town, sur- khe men who held up the Shasta Limrounded by the array of battleships ited on
Friday. June 1ft.. will be in
and yachts gathered for the emnemr'a
Last night when darkness
custody.
great annual naval festival.
reu, the bloodhounds gave every In.
German dication
Practically, the entire
warm on ha tr.il
navy including a full division ot ths and appear to be heading for the
new dreadnaughts, are assembled
mouin pi tne umpque river.
-

.

self-defen-

.:;

-

ofhe

-

:
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Par
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., June 21. What victims of the great while plague cost
the community, the family and the individual, in hard dollars and cents,
was told the National Association for
the Study and Prevention of TubercuA.
losis today by Doctors Edwin
Locke and Cleveland Floyd of the Boston Consumptive
Hospital Department.
The figures were based on a careful
study of the cases of five hundred
male patients, and are claimed to be
as accurate as it is possible to figure
the cost of this disease to the community.
Of these cases, 214 dead cost tin)
community $177.56 each, or a total ot
The 256 living cost S284.1S
$:S1,072.
each, a total of $42,912, a total community loss for the 500 of $72,984.
The cases showed an individual
loss in wages of $426,039. Four huno the victims
dred and twenty-twwere heads of families with an average weekly earning before stricken
with the disease of $17.50.
Their average earnings decreased to
$7.86 after they were taken sick.
Death left 161 families entirely without means of support, with the other
two thirds are reduced to an income
of about $10 per week.
in a
Dr. Edward F. McSweeney
lengthy address told graphically of
the enormous cost of consumption to
the United States, the cost being
borne by all, even though indirectly,
for every waste must be paid for by
the community. He said among other

,

Trans-Atlanti-

:

-

$22,

.

,
Eddy, $27,545.59;
"641.21.
. Grant,
$41,276.12;

'

;
,' .

.

433.47,

'

4

-

.
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Their Action in Striking at Wool and
Other Protective Schedules
Hurts.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, June 21.

Many

leaders of West Virginia say that the
striking down of wool 'and other
moves in contemplation by the Demo
crats will make that state solid for
of
the renomination and
Taft. Also leaders, of Missouri say
that the action of Speaker Clark
against wool makes it impossible for
him to carry that state which will
,
things:
give a majority for Taft.
total deaths from tuberculosis
"The
Underwood Bill Passed.
in Massachusetts for 1909 were 5,998,
The house of representatives, by a
and the percentage 18.0 per 10,000 of
vote of 221 to 100 yesterday passed
These figures approxthe Underwood tariff revision bill, population. latest
the
imate
figures of Germany
providing for the reduction of the duty
and SwitzerNorway
(19.6)
(18.5),
on wool and manufactures of wool.
where statistical work is
land
Twenty-fou- r
Republicans ""voted with done (18.8),
more systematically and with
the Democrats for the passage of We
measure and one Democrat, Repre definite, ulterior, scientific aims.
"Massachusetts is an industrial,
sentative Francis of Ohio, voted
manufacturing and agricultural sUite,
against it.
with conditions
making for good
health asfavorable as in any of the
JEWS FOR TAFT'S
IN 1912. state in the national registration area.
The tuberculosis mortality in some of
Orthodox Congregation at Washing the states most favored by climafce is
the highest of any. In the southern
ton Praises Chief Executive for
states the negro mortality from tuberHis Liberal Views.
culosis is admittedly excessive, so we
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) may assume that the recorded statisWashington, D. C, June 21. The tics of deaths from tuberculosis in the
indorsement of the orthodox Jewish state of Massachusetts, 18.0 per
may fairly be applied to the popcongregation of this city for his re-- j
nomination for the presidency and his ulation of the entire country, which
election in 1912 was accorded Presi-- j would make the tuberculosis rate for
dent Taft last night.
1909 for the whole nation, based on
The meeting was attended - by the 1910 census, as 165,549 deaths.
Chief Rabbis Margolis of New York,
Ten Millions Doomed.
and Levinthal of Philadelphia, as well
"Ten million persons now living in
as by many of the most prominent
Jews in Washington. A number of the United States will die of tubercuspeeches in praise of Mr. Taft'a lib- losis unless prevented by tne adoperal policy, as exhibited toward the tion of wise laws, strictly enfoiccd.
f
of this number, more than
Jews were made. Their treatment
in this country was contrasted with the total negro population of the Unit
the persecution received in Russia. ed States before the Civil War. can
The entire meeting was conducted in be saved. If each of these 10,000,000
Hebrew.
possible deaths cost only the $2,240.
20, the actual loss in wages, the cost
COLORADO TO BE
of sickness .and burial, the final cost
FLOATED AT HIGH TIDE. to the nation for those now living who
will die of tuberculosis will be $22,
Big Cruiser Ran on a Sand Bank Near 402,000,000,
a sum
approximating
the Entrance to the Harbor
of the combined debts of all
of San Diego, ,
the nations of the world.
"Despite our vaunted civilization,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) our
general prosperity, our extrava
San Diego, Calif., June 21. The na
charity and rapid progress in
gant
the
val collier Saturn and
army Tug
arts
and sciences, we ere still livthp
Harris are making strenuous efforts
in the middle ages as far as the
ing
today to pull the armored cruiser
of di tense is coasa.M-.'JColorado off the sand of the moddle prevention
In all the cities of tl.M United States
ground near the entrance of the har the
among the
sanitary ca edition
bor. The big cruiser ran out of the
failure lo
are so bad and
channel early last evening in attempt poor health laws sothe
flagrant that
ing to leave the harbor with the rest c'(-- were we :o li.c.vase
ou.' sanaof the fleet. Four cruisers ahead of
torium facilities to.1 consumptives tenthe Colorado left port without acci- fold we would still mike little
lmir:dent. The Colorado was steaming
sicn on the disease.
slowly at the time she hit, and it is
"Why should England have a tuberbelieved no damage was done the big
culosis death rate of 12.1 per 10,000
ship.
as compared with the 18.0 of MassaShe probably will be floated at high chusetts?
'The death rate of England
tide today.
and Wales, if these figures are true
as reported, applied to the whole
DID NOT WANT TO
United States would show a saving of
MUSS UP BATH ROOM.
54,263 deaths in this country every
N
Hotel Proprietor in Cutting His Throat year.
Civil
War
lasted less than five
"The
at Aspen, Colorado, Holds Head
years, with a recorded loss of 490,000
Over Tub.
lives and a money loss of ,
Fifty years after the Civil
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
decades after anAfeiL Colo., June 21. Carefully War, and three
placing his head over the edge of a nouncement , of the discoverey by
bath tub so that he would not mess Koch of the tubercle bacillus, and the
up the room, N. B. Brown, proprie- announcement by Pasteur that tubertor of a hotel here last night cut his culosis is a preventable disease, the
throat with a razor. He was dead death loss from tuberculosis in the
United States for every five year
when found. Despondency oyer
is supposed to have prompted period Is almost twice the total morBrown was 52 years old. tality on both sides of the Civil War.
the deed.
"The average family income of the
H
ANSELMO BRAAMCAMP
country Is less than $800, but, accept
IS ELECTED PRESIDENT. ing as the maximum average, the toll
of tuberculosis exceeds the total in(Br Special Leased Win tn New Mexican) come of 778,142 families.
Braam-cam- p
Lisbon June
'Thjtre losses are from tuberculosis
was elected preslden of the Re- alone. ., When we consider the loss
public of Portugal by the constituent
(Continued on Page 8.)
assembly today.
10,-00-

j
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'
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(By Special Leased Wire ta Npw Mexican)
London, June 21. London was tax ed to its capacity today. It was coro- nation show day and thousands flock
ed from the suburbs to the city west
end to see the decorations and watch
the preparations for tomorrow's great
event.

were practically

The decorations

completed and afforded a never endthe
ing source of attraction for
crowds, which in vehicles and on foot,
formed a continuous,
ever moving
mass from Victoria embankment to
Westminster Abbey and Buckingham
Palace.
The patience of the crowds was rewarded by the appearance from time
to time of regiments of infantry accom
panied by bands, which were arriving
to take part in lining the route of tomorrow's procession from the Palace
to the Abbey, and the passing of state
carriages containing dominion prem
iers, members of every parliament
and legislature of the Empire, who
had come to pay homage to the sov
ereign and who were received in audience by the king and queen this morn
ing.
This being the day for special inten
cession for the king and queen, services were held in all the churches
and meetings at public halls, where
addresses by the bishop of London,
the bishop, of Ripon and other leaders
of religious thought.
The police who have strenuous
work ahead of them, already are doing
double duty. Even so, the street
traffic at times gets the better ot
them and today it occasioned standstills for a half hour or longer, particularly in the center of the city.
men
Upward of 2,000 ambulance
have been, engaged for coronation day
and already many have been placed
on duty.
The sky was overcast, but according to the forecasters,' there is every
reason to expect a fine day for the
coronation.
-

CARD PLAYERS ROBBED
BY MASKED BURGLARS.

Editor Who Refused to Throw

Up His

Hands is Stunned With Blow
From Revolver.

ViIl Roeors, the star
performer in
the Kogfrs kidnaping case which was
:laely in the limelight, will likely serve
out his term of five years in the ter
ritorial penitentiary, as far as can be
ascertained here from conversations
with men in close touch with the case.
It is known here that Miss Rose
Crawford, the pretty affiance of Will
Rogers has come all the way from
Angeles and has been seen with
the Rogers family in Las Vegas. She
was registered .at the Palace hotei
here Sunday and Sunday afternoon
visited the penitentiary to see the
(

young man.
It was a touching scene and one that
the penitentiary officials do not wish
to see often, it was hoped to draw
the veil of secrecy over the heart
rending scene when the devoteJ
California girl and her convict lover
greeted each other in the hall of the
penitentiary and talked for an hour
and half. But the news of her visit
here was telegraphed from Las Ve-

gas where her appearance has attracted marked attention.
Miss Crawford is a sweet, young
girl, with a great determination and
the true devotion of the heroines in
many a novel. She has been tried
and found loyal in the hour of need
and Will Rogers will have a powerful
advocate in her but it is not thought
likely that she or any one else will be
able to induce the governor to pardon
out a man who has committed the
crime that Rogers did for the sum of
$12,000.

Why Rogers got into this scrape is
clearer today than ever. It is known
that he went to school in Los Angeles
and there met this pretty girl.
He1 Is Baid to have been liberally
supplied with money while at school
and this faA is likely the leading
one in the tragedy which soon followed.

It was a severe

blow for young
who had had a taste of the
delightful social life of the great
city of Los Angeles to come back
to New Mexico and work for a small
salary. It is said he lost courage to
fight his way to earn a good salary,
which is such a problem for most
young men of today. When the temptation to resort to an unusual and
of securing a good
lump sum came his way and he yielded to it.
Now he is in the penitentiary working in tbe store room, not in stripes
but with numbers on his coat and
numbers on his trousers which tell
that he has run against the keen edge
of the sword of the law.
He is studying shorthand in his
spare hours and there is reason to
believe that his years in the penitentiary may make a real man of him,
not only in equipping him to earn
a fair salary when he leaves the
institution but the lesson of adversity
may give him that quality called character which he so. sadly lacked.
:
And in the meantime the world
wonders if his affiance will still continue to love him through the tedious
five years, the best of her life as of
.

Rogers,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., June 21. At
command of "hands up," five men
Editoplaying cards at the
rial Club early this morning looked up
to find themselves covered by revol
vers in the hands of two masked
men.
"Cut out the comedy," said one ol
the players as he pressed his cards
tight against his shirt front. "This
is serious!" "You bet it's serious,"
replied one of the masked men.
"Put up your hands or we will blow
your heads off!" P. C. Briggs, one of
the players was slow to comply and
he was stunned and seriously hurt by
a blow on the head from the butt of
a revolver.
'
The robbers then relieveiTtheir vie1 hi8,
tims of money and valuables totalling
more than $1,000, locked
the card THREE MORE DEATHS
players in two closets; cut the teleFROM CHOLERA REPORTED.
phone wires and escaped.
Persistent
of Oread
TAFT ATTENDS YALE
c
Disease on Board of
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.
Liners.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Gift of Five Thousand Dollars for
New oYrk, June 21. Two deaths
Scholarship By Delta Kappa
from cholera, and one death at sea
Epsilon Fraternity.
hitherto not reported, were announced today at quarantine. In all,
to
(By Special Leased Wlra New Mexican) four cases have been shown. AH the
New Haven, Conn., June 21. The dead were
passengers on board the
two hundred and tenth commence'
Duca degli Abruzzi, which arrived
ment was held at Yale University tohere yesterday from Mediterranean
day when diplomas were awarded to ports.
Two other ships, the Barbor-oss- a
897 men. President William H. Taft
from Treste, and the Laura from
joined the members of the corporaBremen, were held up at quarantine
tion, of which he is a fellow.
because of suspected illness on
today
to
the
Yale
Amang
gifts
University
announced by President Hadley at the board.
alumni dinner today, was one of
0
by the Delta Kappa Epsillo fra- J. OGDEN ARMOUR
ASKS FOR PARTICULARS.
ternity in honor of James J. Hogan,
the foot ball captain of the class of
1905. The income of this fund will be Immediately Afterwards the Packers
Are Expected to Plead Not'Guil-t- y
awarded at the end of his first year
to Government's Charge.
in the college to a worthy freshman
who possesses the traits that charac- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
terized Hogan high standing In the
Chicago, June 21. Counsel for J.
Ogden Armour and nine other Chicollege world ana high character.
cago packers indicted for alleged vio
lation of the Sherman anti-truINTERNATIONAL IRON
law
STEEC FEDERATION. will appear in the district court Satur
day and ask for a bill of particulars,
Proposition Advocated by E. H. Gary setting forth the charges against them.
Head of Trust In the United
Immediately afterwards they are ex
States.
pected to plead not guilty to the gov
ernment's charge.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican i
New York, June 21. Ah Interna- CLAIM THEY WERE NOT
tional Federation of Iron and Steel
ADVISED OF LEGAL RIGHTS.
Makers, planned on the lines of the
American Steel and Iron Institute (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
will be advocated by B. H. Gary,
Los Angeles,
June 21. On the
chairman of the U. S. Steel Corpora ground that Bert H. Conners, F. Ira
tion at the coming International steel Bender, and A. P. Maple, indicted for
and iron conference to be opened, in alleged conspiracy to dynamite the
Brussels on July 5. Tbe conference county hall of records, were not adwill not attempt to fix prices for the vised of their legal rights before the
world among producing countries or grand jury, their attorneys filed moto regulate the market In non-prtions today to quash too indictments
ducing countries.
against them.
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$5,-00-
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lished at Denver.
However, court
process proved insufficient and Pastor Russell proceeded to San Francis-

Bowels Act Fine

The Little Store

After

Know In Every Loaf"

I

TRY IT

E
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
WE

REGISTER

GIVE

TICKETS WITH

Telephone
ALL

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

PHONE

191

to the agent.

&

rt

y

ored door,
As you hope for mercy one day.

Don't wait for another to bear the
burden
Of sorrow's irksome load;
Let your hand extend to a stricken
friend
As he totter's adown life's road.
And if you've anything good to say
of a man,
Don't wait till he's laid at rest;
For the eulogy spoken when hearts
are broken
Is an empty .thing at best.
National Hibernian.
IT

Phone Black 6619

WHOLESALE

drunkenness with various variations.
Eugene Callahan, pleaded plain drunk
and was awarded five days; A. Garcia,
for drunkenness and nuisance, was retained for a similar term; Antonio
drunk and disorderly, reSanches,
ceived five days; Jose Chacon, for a
fancy drunk, received a sentence of
five dollars or days; M. Torres, druuk
for the second time within a weol'i
will serve ten days, and F. J. McClos-key- ,
for being drunk and sleeping on
the sidewalk will do five days. James
McFarland and his erstwhile wife
pleaded in conflicting terms to various charges of disturbance. Malefactions ranging from slander to desertion, breach of promise and
were aired, until the patience of
the court was almost exhausted. McFarland was sentenced to a
term on a combination of charges.
Fred Swope's Death.
Fred Warde, or Fred Swope, of this
city, half brother of E. B. Swnne nf
Tlbuquerque and Mrs. Virgil Sparks
or mis city, whose death at Raton
was announced in the New Mexican
yesterday, was run over by a freight
engine in the Santa Fe yards at Raton
and died three minutes after the acci
dent. Warde was working on a bridge
gang which was repairing the copin?
on the bridge of the tuntable at the
A laborer misinterpretroundhouse.
ed a signal given by a roundhouse em.
ploye and turned the table, permitting
an engine to get on the
bridge.
Warde, working on the coping unaware" of the
approaching engine, was
caught and crushed almost to pieces.
A coroner's
jury hendered averdict
that the death was caused by criminal negligence. Warde had worked on
the bridge gang for 18 months.

If you have alms to give to the poor,
Don t wait till you hear the cry
Of wanNdistress in this wilderness,
Lest the one forsook may die,
Oh, hearken to poverty's sad lament!
Be swift her wants to allay:
Don't spurn God's poor from the fav

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
M.

of in police court when a half dozen
men pleaded guilty to the charge of

today

BLACK

ionium

COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.

Quite a number of visitors attended
the morning session of the institute
yesterday, and were loud in their
praises of the excellent work the
teachers are doing.
- At
the opening of the morning session the Dallad, entitled "The East
and the West," by Rudyard Kipling,
was ably presented, described and explained, to the institute by Conductor
Brumback, who went into a detailed
account of every line. It was one of
the best of Mrs. Brumback's efforts,
and the teachers enjoyed it to their
heart's content. They hope to hear
more of her selections.
Prof. W. J. Bailey, director and manger of the Santa Fe Business College,
was an interested visitor at the institute, and expressed himself as having
enjoyed every minute of his stay.
Professor Bailey will endeavor to interest some of the students, now attending the institute, into entering
his college.
.
"Giving First Aid to the Injured"
was discussed and illustrated bv th
third grade physiology class.
Miss Lena Baca, one of th reont
stuuents of the Loretto Academy in
wis cuy, was a vistor at the institute
and became quite interested in the
work carried on by the teachers.
The model class yesterdav mnrnin
was, as usual, most interesting The
pupils are children who have never
attended school, and although they
had been in school onlv for nno
j,,,.
Monday, Mrs. Elliott succeeded
in
teacmng them to read a couple of
words, besides a sentence. One little.
girl accomplished the feat of writing
Liie worci
Dall."
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parsons Wre
welcome visitors at the institute, and
were greatly pleased with the work of
the teachers, and commended the in.
structors very highly.
Quite a number of the stuifonta en
rolling Monday became members of
the New Mexico Readine Ciroie
also joined the New Mexico Journal
or Education Club. '
Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, last
year's

tutiti
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Arrested for Wife Desertion.
Because he had abandoned his wife
and two children, Tony Morelli, bag
gageman of the Santa Fe at Albuquer-qu-

RETAIL

was arrested yesterday.
Death of Octogenarian.

Hanna Patterson, aged 80 yeara, a
resident of Albuquerque the past 17
years, died at the home of Ser daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Black, in that city.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For
4LFALFA SEED.

INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone Black

45

7 PIANOS

PIANOS

Cowboy Killed by Lightning.
William G. Rusby, a cowboy, was
killed by lightning while riding near
Casaus, Guadalupe county. The horse
he was riding also fell dead. Rusby
was aged 25 years.

Senator Warren Will Wed.
Senator Francis E. Warren of Wyoming, will this month be married to
Miss Clara LeBaron Morgan of New
York. The senator is 67 years old and
his prospective bride 35 years.
B. W. Robbins Promoted.
B. W. Robbins, formerly of Santa
Fe, lately D. & R. G. agent at Grand

Junction, Colorado, has been made
ten months. They have hundreds of chief
Chickering Bros.
clerk of the freight department
satisfied
in
customers
New
Mexico
Bush and Lane.
of the road with headquarters in Denand Ariiona.
ver, succeeding H. F. Kueger.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Senator Saves Wife's Life.
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Senator Luke Lea of Tennessee, the
Learnard-Lin-deman
m
buyers that the firm of
youngest man in the U. S. senate, this
Milton and the World Famous Cecifiantl
Co. will meet every customer week
gave a quart of blood by transInterior Player Pianos, and many) more than half way in making
fusion to save the life of his wife who
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat- is seriously ill at Georgetown hospiThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not ont tal.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Learnard-Lindeman-

n

Jesse-Frenc-

CO.

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N

::

::

The Square Music Dealers
Established
Albuquerque, N. M.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

1900

LUMBER

& COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

A

T

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
-

r
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Zook's Pharmacy

'

4

Phone
213
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Stabbed His Wife in Ear.
Because his wife insisted upon
leaving him on account of his drunk
enness, Dominic Veraldi, an Italian at
Denver, stabbed her in the left ear
with a. pair of scissors so that she
will die. He made good his escape.
Cornell Sues for Salary.
Herbert Cornell, formerly of Santa
Fe, has brought suit at Denver for
tour months' back salary as secretary of the Colorado civil service commission, the last Democratic legislature, which did not believe in civil
service, having made no appropriation to pay the salaries of the commis
sion and its secretary.

J. CRICHTON

R.

AAA
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Established

"Have used Eckman'a Alterative
several cases of tubercular glands of the
neck, with excellent results every time.
In one case it cost me $50, for the girl
was put on it only until she could ara short
range to be operated, and inneeded.
I
time an operation was not
suppose your records are JustIn as fine as
it."
You
old.
know
of
my faith
Bckman's Alterative is effective 1n
other forms. Read what Mrs. Garvin
savs:
Lima, Montana.
Gentlemen: "I have gained twenty-tw- o
and my baby
pounds since last February
is in perfect health. She is now four
months old. I have been waiting since
she was born, to see how I would get
am now doing all my work,
along. I, ever
since she was four weeks
have been
old, and I am steadily gaining. I do
not cough or raise anything at all. I
believe my lung trouble cured."
(Sisned Affidavit) Mrs. M. H. Garvin.
Note Mrs. Garvin is the mother of
eeven children.
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For Sale by all leading druggists
by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.

1856.

I90J

Incorporated

JUST RECEIVED
A Full and Complete Line

of

ORIENTAL

1

Real Hand Crochet Goods
Genuine Armenian Hand-Mad- e
Center Pieces, Doillies,Ornainental c arfs,
.n
i
rt.i..
viiij iiuuse in me cuy nandline these

cilines.

i-- n..

principal in the Galisteo schools, en
rolled at the institute yesterday after

noon. Mrs. Navarro was delayed one
day on account of having missed her
train at Alcalde. She is an applicant
for a first grade certificate.
Miss Mamie Siceloft, who taught
the second primary in Belen, Valencia
county, has enrolled for the last two
weeks of the institute. She is a hard
and conscientious worker, and very
popular with the teachers.
Miss Ethyl M. Thompson, one of
Torrance county's teachers, and who
taught last year at Duran, is among
those enrolling for the last two weeks.
Miss Thompson is considered a very
good teacher, and will doubtless teach
in Santa Fe county the coming term.
Superintendent and Mrs. Conway
the
opened their pleasant home to
teachers of the institute, last evening.
Some 60 guests assembled, and all
were unanimous in their praises of
the hospitality accorded them. Mrs.
Brumback talked for 50 minutes on astronomy, giving instructions for observations and study for the heavens.
Mrs. Brumback is a firm believer in
the efficacy of turning the face upward. She made a number of
Music, both instrumental and
vocal, enlivened the hours, English,
Spanish, Irish and Indian songs were

THE

LINES SPECIAL ONE
WEEK, ONLY, BEGINNING

ABOVE

v.

I

mjva

BROS
-

M.y

;.co.

rnunc ro. oo

pung, demonstrating the linguistic
ability of the teachers. Superintendent of Public Instruction James E.
Clark added to the enjoyment of the
evening by his presence. At a seasonable hour refreshments of cream
and cake were served by Mrs. Con-wa-,
assisted by four of the young ladies, after which the teachers departed, unanimously
declaring Mr. and
Mrs. Conway royal entertainers.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo.
Lucas county. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co.. doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State afore
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE
ND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DO NT
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

..

Hardware

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
pation.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

W. H. KERR

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

Telephone

PHONE RED 122

14

Wood
Lump

CERRILL08

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

AIF

FftR

Restaurant

RATON
YANKEE

Phone

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
sawea wood ana Kindling.

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.

Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.

Saile

If Its Hardware We Have It.

oal

Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

La

i

I

A. W. GLEASON,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

,EE.roved

and unimproved City Property,

Orchards

andRtncles; Also a number cf the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CMAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Preach Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 60c.

LIVERY STABLE

Imperial Laundry

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Stetfo
Saddle Henes.

6028:165,5011168,

For Best Laundry Work

Thone

9
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WITH US

V

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.
WeJ.c?eX0M on,y the HIGHEST

CLASS OF

Zook's Pharmacy,

Your

Phone

whether it be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. .We use
tne most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satisfactory one. ANY DRUO OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE Id RIGHT, t : : i :

ARE

NOT

A

CUSTOMER

GOODS

HERE,
,

AA

YOU

SHOULD
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iUOflOay, JUlie Will

con-vert- s.

PHONE RED 122

9

Also a new and elegant line of
Ladies' Neckwear, Jabots, Stocks, Dutch Collars,
Crocheted Bows, Etc.

HELPLESS AS A BABY.
Valley Heiglass. Va.. Mrs. Jennie
B. Kirby, in a letter from this Place.
says: "I was sick in bed for nine
months, with womanly troubles.
I
was so weak and helpless, at
times,
that I could not raise my head off the
pillow. I commenced to take Cardui,
and I saw it was helping me, at once.
Now, I can work all day." As a tonic,
for weak women, nothing has been
Pastor Russell's Car Attached
Basket leaves Monday and
Tuesday
found, for fifty years, that would t aire
The special car of Pastor Russell. the place of Cardui. It will
"turns
Thursday and Friday.
do
surely
an eminent New York divine who you good. Cardui is
-- Y AT O. K. BARBER
prepared from
SHOP.
held services for three days at Den- - vegetable ineredients. and
has a sne-OTTJVJtlp
1.
.1
1 .
m
1.ta
ilr.rf. P. O. BROWN, AGENT
into v7c&, wan aiiauiieu at lual ciflc curative effect on the
womanly
piace tor an advertising oil! of $62 organs.a bottle today. At your
Ad Nil. 23 Phone Iced No. 33
claimed by the Jewish Outlook pub- - druggists. Try

IF YOU
4

in-

I

And the pretty bud espied.

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

Santa Fe, N.

Lorenzo Velasquez, aged 18, was

DON'T WAIT.
If you've anything good to say of a
man,
Don't wait till he's laid to rest.
For the eulogy spoken when hearts

Physician's Report on
In

stantly killed, and Sarah and Sophia
Martinez, aged 16 and 12 years
were seriously injure-- l by
a bolt of lightning Sunday at Wtston,
near Trinidad, Colorado. A brother
. of the Martinez
girls was killed by
lightning a year ago at the same spot
and the father of the girls was killed
by lightning two years ago in Wyoming. The trio were returning home
from a Sunday baseball game.
Just Half a Dozen Drunks.
Says last evening's Albuquerque
Herald: "A full docket was disposed

It is a great deal more necessary to
keep clear on the Inside than on the
outside. Casearets are more important than soap. The pores of the skin
may become clogged with dirt, but
they don't absorb the impurities. The
pores of the bowels do.
There are myriads of pores in the
bowels, the duty of which is to ab
sorb the nutriment from food. Thai's
how we get our nourishment. But if
the bowels are sluggish the food is
delayed. It decays and forms gases
and poisons. Then those pores of the
bowels suck poison into the blood.
That's how we get our ills.
We urge the habit of cleanliness.
Don't wait till you need a physic.
That leaves to much of the time when
you are only half well. Keep yourself at your best. The right way la
to carry a 10 cent box of Casearets
with you. It fits the pockets or purse.
Take one Just as soon as you know
that you need it. It is gentle and
sure.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1911.

Tuberculosis Medicine

Three Struck by Ligtning.

away
Would perfume the mountain side
If the sun's glad ray had but shone

Groceries and Delicatessen

A

co.

are broken
CAKES
Is an empty thine at best.
Ah, the blighted flower now drooping

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

'Cascaret'

Keeps millions of folks feeling good
all the time-- No
Headache, Biliousness, Constipation or
Bad
Stomach.

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

A

M.
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JUNE 21, 1911.
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F. S. Rexford, 615 New Tork Life
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which settled in my back and kidneys and 1
was in great pain from my trouble.
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
Pills and I used two bottles of them
and they have done me e world of
- For sale by all
pood.druggists.

A GOOD REASON.

Doan's Kidney Pills core tfca cause
)t disease, and that Is why the cures
ire always lasting. This remedy
strengthens and tones up the kidneys,
helping them to drive out of the body
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
sad urinary complaints. Santa Fe people testify to permanent cures.
Jose Ortls y Baca, Alto St., Santa
ye, N. M., says: "in 1907 I procur-3- d
Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
tor pains in my back which had
troubled me for three years. Doan's
Sidney Pills brought prompt relief
and proved bo satisfactory that gave a
public statement In their favor. Now,
after two and a half years have pass-3d- ,
I gladly confirm every word a! that
testimonal.
I can add that I have
3ince used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
them a more thorough trial and have
received great relief, I konw that
this remedy Is a sure care frr back-Kih- e
and kidney complaint
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles hotter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.
xxgraz

arrival at
arrive at
any other
and good

Comfortsfcl

FARE ?Td

$5.00

Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MllbuSew York, sola agents for the United
ni

We Have Built Up

Hates.
Remember the name Doan's
ake no other.

and

Notice for Publication.
(07533.

Copy

to forest

)

supervisor, Pecos,

N. M.

Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 13, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Jacinto
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
9, made Homestead, No. 9530, for NE
section 35, township 15 N, range
11 E, has filed notice of intention to
r
make final
proof, to estaD-lisclaim to the land above described,
before register or receiver, XJ. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
day of July, 1911.
Claimant names at witnesses:
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eriRibera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus

WE HANDLE LUMBER

h

five-yea-

in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very beet rpugh or dressed
Lumber

ef every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.
Lopez, of Pecos,

o

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Charles W. Dudrow

Register.

THE VAUG HAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy

Water
$15 a Week

phost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

MULLIGAN & RISING

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
daIhonht

130

ln

RED

PAL AOS,

Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.

IRA
Successor to B. P. Williams

LOVELY
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of, a rig you may want. I will
endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit

our patronage.

:

:

::

::

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
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make the route of the royal procession as brilliant as human si;M could
LONDON
D BUSY
make it.
Even away from the route some
but
buildings have been decorated,
CHICAGO
these generally will be noticed in the
evening when London, ami practically
all the cities of the empire will b
of
Ablaze With Myriads
illuminated.
In every part and corner June
Marriages Break All
of London bright lights v. m burn un
Corto
Celebrate
Lights
Previous Records in Mattil late, on the night of the corona-onation Week
tion, and again the next evening, after
rimonial Lines
the royal progress through the city, i
In the poorer as well as in the wealth-- j
GORGEOUS ier districts, elaborate preparations LARGEST
DEC0RAT1QNSARE
AVIATION
GROUNDS
bave been made for the celebration
of the King's coronation. The center)
Residence of Ambassador of of London itself probably will be as Election For
$4,655,000 Issue
brilliant with light as any spot in the
United States Handsomest
of Bonds Is Declared
world. The Bank of England
has
in Metropolis.
been practically covered with great
Illegal
devices, which express loyalty and
and
(By Special teased Wire to New Mexican) good wishes to the sovereigns,
Chicago, June 21. The prospective
June 21. The streets around the massive pillars and over depositors for the postal savings
London,
bank
elecroof
and
of
walls, strings
through which the King and Queen the
which Uncle Sam will open in Chicaand the royal procession pass on their tric light globes, of every color of go
July 13 are ?argeiy Americans,
Palace to the rainbow, have been strung.
way from Buckingham
they will far outnumber the foreign
Mancorona
for
Westminster Abbey,
the
The Royal Exchange and the
ers, which is contrary to the prediction and the longer return route, have sion House, the two other
tions of the committee which opposed
been decorated on a scale never bebuildings which face the bank, the bill when it was pending in confore attempted in London.
have been treated in a similar manner gress. The
inquiries received conThe Mall, to the new admiralty and the occupiers of the less stately cerning the postal bank were in the
inmain from young men and a less
arch, the outlet into Trafalgar Square but almost as important financial
and Whitehall, has been flanked by stitutions in the immediate neighbor- number of young women of Amert
still fur- can
great stands for officials and distin hood, sohave carried the plan
nativity,
they have been
that a great glare of light will made also by although
guished guests, which shut out the ther,
Italians, Germans, Jews,
of
from
financenter
ascend
the
the
Swedes and other foreigners. Some
beauty of St. James Park and the cial
world when the King is crowned. have taken
money to the postoffice
gardens of the residences opposite,
All the great thoroughfares
and windows and tried to deposit it in the
but behind these stands on the one
side, Clarence House, the residence many of the side streets will be belief that the postal banking law alCrowns ready applied throughout the United
of the Duke of Connaught, St. James brighter than ever before.
Palace, Marlborough House, and the and the initials of the King and Queen Slates. The secretary of the Postal
houses forming Carlton House Ter are generally favored for the devices Savings Bank League, Clyde A. Mann,
race, have been most elaborately dec- which are supported by others of has applied for the privilege of makorated, forming a backing of brilliant every form and size. The clubs and ing the first deposit when the postal
colors.
big business houses naturally lead in hanking begins in Chicago, the league
From the Admiralty Arch to the illuminating but many private rest- having checkmated the plan to sidein which opinion attorneys for track the measure in the last conAbbey, the Westminster City Council less,
took charge of the work and with the the city agreed. The blow was par- gress. Theodore L. Weed, chief clerk
assistance of a committee of artists, ticularly severe because the business in charge of the postal savings in the
have carried out a scheme worthy of interests of the city made a great postoffice department held a conferthat great thoroughfare and in har- campaign to insure the carrying of the ence with Postmaster Campbell and
mony with the magnificent architec- bond issues and now all the money afterward said: "There will be a
ture of the public buildings and gov and effort spent in that campaign is great rush of depositors if our exernment offices, which adorn the cen found to be defeated through this periences in smaller cities are a fair
ter of British officialdom. The com blunder of some one. The dilemma test. People who have been hoardmittee departed entirely from the tra- is made worse by the fact that the ing their savings flock to the openditional idea of Venetian masts and federal government has ordered some ing. Sometimes they are indignant
festoons of paper flowers, which are of the city bridges to be removed, and because the limit for deposit is $500.
now there is no money in sight to pay with no more than $100 in a month.
invariably brought out on any public
There now are The government pays 2 per cent interoccasion in London, and have adopted for the new ones.
a plan unique, so far as London is no bridges across the river at sev- est and when the $500 limit has been
eral of the downtown streets, and reached depositors may invest in
concerned.
bridges in several other streets have government bonds paying 2
per
Along either side of the street have been ordered out
by the federal gov- cent interest. Millions of dollars anbeen erected 64 columns of fibrous
ernment and as many more have been nually have been sent abroad by foreiplaster, which have been made to condemned as unsafe.
gn-born
citizens
rather than to
look as permanent as the buildings
trust banks they do not understand.
Pure Candy.
conbehind them. These columns,
Candy buying on the "grab bag" It is believed they will be glad to
nected with garlands, bear gilt figures
of Victory, lions and griffins. At the plan, weight unknown until one opens trust Uncle Sam, thereby retaining
the aggregate large sum in this counCharing Cross end of Whitehall and the package, was advocated by offSome of the suburbs already
As- try."
of
icers
the
National
Confectionery
at
the
Parliament
end,
again
Square
been
have
given postal banking privin
sociation
convention
their
35
feet
there are terminal columns
during
and patronage has been liberal
high, surmounted by white lions sup- Chicago. Honest weights as a com- ileges
even in the midst of the "blue stockporting the portculis, the coat of arms pulsory requirement were declared to ings."
of the City of Westminster. These be an imposition on the manufacCupid Busy.
lions bear white rosettes on the blue turers. Members said: "We believe
Cupid never saw anything like it
collars and red rosettes on the gold it unfair to have an exact weight for
before in Chicago, and his record,
collars, with black ermine marks on all package candy. Handmade candy 1,918
weddings, during the first half
the body and the gold portculis print- cannot be made of the same weight of
June is to be outdone in the last
ed on the side. They have been mod for each piece. Candy into which cherelled from the Westminster lions and ries or other fruits are put may varj half, according to Clerk Salmonson,
has been issuing marriage licenare 6 feet 6 inches high. The remain- with the season and the crop of fruit who
The best criterion is ses for so many years that three gender columns, 60 in number, bear al- in question.
erations in many families have those
ternately, a winged figure of Victory whether the package will sell against which he has autographed.- Last year
does.
it
on
If
market.
the
others
the
On
or
a
a
griffin.
blowing
trumpet,
scored 1,841 licenses in the
each column, bronze caplets carry the it is a sure sign no one is being Cupid
same
According to the inevitperiod.
means
the
this
trade
and
by
shields of the Kings and Queens of swindled,
The able estimate of the cost, these matriEngland from William the Conqueror itself protects the public."
monial ventures run into several milto George V. The garlands, connect avowed purpose of the association is
for among them there
re- lion dollars
in
to
laws
food
state
uniform
oak
of
and
are
get
composed
ing them,
have been some nuptials, with all the
One
of
to
the
roses
of
candy.
gard
laurel leaves, with bunches
purity
cost extravagant
of the officers, carefully prefacing his etceteras, which
of York and Lancaster.
sums. So many of the others were
The scheme has been further elab Tematrka by saying the association plain, unadorned marriages that the
orated by some of th colonies erect- was first and most consistent in ad judges of the municipal courts have
said: "We want, if
ing arches in the center of the road- vocating purity,
laws found Cupid's business continually
way. That of the Province of Ontario possible, to have harmonious
will interfering with their calendar cases.
so
that
it
consists of two pylons carry huge fig- throughout the country
to expand our The alarm caused by a judge of that
us
be
for
possible
commerce
emblematic
of
of
the
ures,
court who declared that marriages
the province. One shows a farmer business. We do not want to have performed in the county building by
bea
fall
dealer
losses
upon
great
shearing a sheep, the other a figure
a certain justice of the peace from
of prosperity with a cornucopia. Four cause he may have taken a large or- Evanston were
illegal and void has
miles
one
state
in
Corinthian columns bear the arms of der for his goods
knocked Justice Stacey's business in
from his factory and find, after shipOntario on an ornamental shield.
the head. In fact a number of couples
New Zealand, erected an arch just ping the order, laws in that state re- married by Justice
Stacey have been
the
him
of
than
different
quire
things
beyond that of the Canadian prov
in courts of recremarried
by
judges
were
his
which
laws
under
goods
ince, which shows the industries of
ord and ministers of the gospel, thus
laws
such
think
manufactured. We
that Dominion.
swelling the number of ceremonies.
The buildings Immediately ' around are unfair and desire to see the state lie justice from LaGrange who has
harmonious
made
laws
national
and
to
entrance
the Abbey, have been
the
an office across the street from the
covered by stands, but these are gar- - in this respect."
court house is the only country town
lpided and festooned with bright
justice sharing the city marrying
cloths, bunting and flowers.
The woman of today who has good business with the judges.
which
the
Trafalgar Square, through
health, good temper, good sense.
Largest Aviation Field.
procession passes on Its return from bright eyes and a lovely complexion,
The largest aviation field in the
the Abbey, is, one mass of color. The the result of correct living and good United States, one where several thouBtiteet decorations harmonize to digestion, wins the admiration of the sand acres of level land are available,
some extent with those in Whitehall, world.
If your digestion is faulty will be established at Clearing on the
but here as in Cockspur Street, Pall Chamberlain's Stomach ana Liver outskirts of Chicago within
the next
Mall, St. James street and Piccadilly, Tablets will correct it.
For sale by few weeks. A lease 'of eighty acres
the great steamship offices, hotels, all dealers.
in the center of this big tract, conclubs, residences and business premcluded with the Chicago Transfer and
ises, have each carried out a subsiClearing Company, which owns the in
diary scheme, which adds to the mag- JUDGE JOHN H. KNAEBEL
dustrial district of Clearing and Argo,
STROKE.
PARALYTIC
SUFFERS
nificence of the whole.
by the Standard Aviation Company
Flowers, artificial and natural, enpromises to make the adventures of
ter largely into the plans, St. James Was Sitting In Plaza Conversing With the bird-meone of the holiday atDr. Sloan When He Suddenly
street particularly being a bright bow
tractions of the city. The plans of
er of blooms and foliage. Up this
Became Speechless.
the company contemplate the fencing
short street, where one of the best
of a big field and the erection of grand
views of the procession is obtainable
Judge John H. Knaebel, one of the stands as well as the erection of sevbecause of the rise In the roadway, greatest constitutional lawyers of the eral hangars. This company built the
slender Ionic columns bear the vases, Southwest, was stricken with paraly- first hangar in Chicago, one in Mhe
filled and overflowing with delicately sis shortly before 9 o'clock this morn- northwest
part of the city. When aptinted roses. Garlands of roses en- ing. He was taken to the St. Vin- plication was made at the building detwine the capitals and between the cent's Sanatarium where he Is receiv- partment in the city hall for a license
columns depend festoons of natural ing every attention.
to erect a hangar there was nothing
laurel leaves. At either end of the
The judge bad Just come from the on file regarding such a building, and
of
columns
street,
support figures
Palace hotel where he dines, and was when the clerks fully realized what
victory, At intervals along the
on a bench in the park. Dr. J. was contemplated all of them crowded
thoroughfare, basket of flowers, with sitting
to examine
Practice flights
Sloan
H.
passed by and greeted his of amateur the plans. will
bows and streamers, are suspended.
become a
aviators
on
bench
sat
the
with
friend
then
and
Venetian masts carry the council's
disfamiliar
in
the
spectacle
clearing
colthe
Judge
decorations along Piccadilly, they him when suddenly
trict as soon as the hangars are comhim
and
the
physician
lapsed
caught
and
festooned with
being connected
pleted, for an aviation school will be
flowers. The houses were embellish in his arms.
conducted in connection with the conDr. Sloan hurried the 1udge to the struction of
ed according to the tastes of the indibiplanes and with public
vidual owners, so here a great variety sanitarium where his condition is con- exhibitions. The company has made
is shown, all however,
to
serious.
sidered
tending
very
the offer of free courses in airship
construction and its aviation course
consists of the technical facts of avl
ation in simple language. When the
and those Suffering from Diseases of
tl"IG
principles have been mastered the
thc stomach and Intestines.
actual operation of the airships will
or
of
impslrad on or more (not all)
th. following
be undertaken under the direction of
- lS, wk
?
STiLmTJh T.
omitin, lntntim.1 pains, janndiw, burning paina
to certain
Frederick Klein, who formerly was
fflIiiJaM'lUmuwh"iPtion, colic, fcnel aepr...ion. a.oraion
iche. In ll such esse, relief is at one sfforded by
associated with Glenn dirties. Mr.
Klein is a licensed pilot of the east
who since aeroplanes were first built
has kept In touch with every detail
of improvement.
A night school for
aviators has been opened by the
young
company for adventure-lovinmen who work in the daytime.
ttas pptit. and tones th. ntlr intern.
5T?SAh!5.El,E!J?"'.5!Mwlr normal tinwlslesso that
Bond Election Illegal.
power,
""Si"!!?!
i lfSt?does not"''o"!
the, maj perform their work unaided.
8TOHAUX
Inatetadruf habit.
A 4,655,000 blunder will go down
STOMAMX Is Inraloahl to brain workers, increase th eapaoitr for effort, etret ailments
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The news value of any advertisement depends entirely on its
truthfulness and common sense. Based upon these two facts ve h'-to make this short talk of special interest to all persons who are afflicted
with an old sore or chronic ulcer. If in presenting- the merits of S. S. S.
as a cure for these troubles, our line of reasoning appeals to you, it
will be an easy matter to prove the truthfulness of our statements by
sending you a free book containing many testimonials from persons in
every part of the country who have been cured of an old sore or
chronic ulcer by the use of S. S. S.

Whenever a sore or ulcer becomes chronic or refuses to heal, it
is because of bad blood: the healing qualities of the circulation have
been weakened by impurities or poisons in this vital fluid. .
The blood is the great source of nourishment for all flesh tissues.
As it constantly circulates
throughout the system it carries the necessary
nutrient properties to every portion of the body. It is because of this
continual replenishment that the flesh remains firm and healthy and

free from disease. Since the blood exercises such an imDortant and
necessary function we can easily understand why impurities or poisons
in this vital fluid so often infect and disease the flesh at some
particular
spot, and by continually discharging impurities into it cause the formation of old sores or chronic ulcers.
Every symptom of an old sore suggests diseased blood. The
inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fact that externa!
applications never have any curative effect on these places, show tiift
deep down in the circulation there is a morbid cause that prevents the
But more convincing proof that bad blood is
place from healing.
responsible for old sores is furnished by the fact that even removing
every visible trace or the ulcer
by surgical operation, does not
1
CURED MAN AND WIFE.
cure. THEY AL WA YS RETURN.
It (rives me pleasure to relate my I
Only by cleansing the blood
with S.S.S. Both rry
experience
of the poisonous cause can an
wifo and myself have cause to beold sore be cured.
S. S. S.
lieve it the (creatost of all blood purifiers. I at one time had an old sor3
heals them by going down nto
on my nose which caused me a greiit
the circulation and removing the
deal of uneasiness, be! 3- afraid it
cause from the blood.
When
was malignant. My wife also hr.d
this has been done there is no
an ugly old ulcer oa h?r face
which save her considerable worry.
longer left any inflammatory
We knew of no cause for these old I
impurity or infectious matter to
sores so concluded they wore due to j
irritate the place, and nature
bad blond. We both used 3. 3. 3. and j
causes the natural and permait cured ue sound and we.;. TLis
was
nent healing of the ulcer. When
years af?o but n'ther of n j
evwr had any signs of a return 1
huve pim
S. S. S. has puriried the blood
cf the sore, i cheerfully
recommend :
S. S. 0. as a c ro f.ir Old Sores.
r
and the place is once more nourO. W. Z.OGAN, Taylor, Tsia.
ished with pure, rich blood, then
every symptom disappears, and
it is not a surface cure, but the place is firmly and solidly healed frot;,
the bottom to the outer skin. S. v S. is recognized as the greatest t
all blood purifiers, and therein lies its ability to cure old sores.
It is
purely vegetable, containing no mineral in any form, and its line tonic
effects are always helpful in overcoming the impure systemic effects t.f
an old sore. Forty years of cures is the record of S. S. S., and what
it has done in thousands of cases we feel perfectly safe in sayinr :t will
r
do in your case if you are afflicted with an old sore.
We have a special treatise on Old Sores which we will be glad tc.
send free to all who desire it. It contains the statements of many witnesses as to the efficacy of S. S. S., some of whom you may know.
We will also be glad to send free any special medical advice you desire.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
"UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO" TRUSTEES.
Annual Meeting Held Yesterday Afternoon at Office of A. Staab
on the Plaza.
The annual meeting of the trustees
ot the "University of New Mexico,"
was held yesterday afternoon at the
office of A. Staab on tun Plaza. Hon.
Prince presided and Charles L.
Bishop acted as secretary.
Vacancies in the board of trustees
were filled, and the board as now constituted consisted of die following

Charles L. Bishop.
This is the insti ution which for
many years prior to thts establishment of the territorial university in
1891 carried on :h
i03t Important
educational work in New Mexico; giving instruction to almost a generation
at Whitin Hall, nd carrying on the
work at Ramona school until the United States erected :ts own Indian
school at Santa Fe and Albuquerque.

L. B.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for RosweTI,
dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-we- ll
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-we- ll
gentlemen:
Term expiring 1912 R. F. Aspiund,
at 3 : 30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Dr. J.. A. Rolls. 19131.. B. Prince. Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. in.
The
W. M. Berger. 1914 E. F. Hobart, l
'are between Santa F and Torrance
1
A. Seligman.
1915 N. B. is $5.80 and between Torrance and
4. Bishop,
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on aut
Laughlin, J. A. Wood.
The following officers vere then cobile by wire. J. W. Stockaxd.
elected: President, L. P. Prince;
vice president, N. 8. LaughUn; secre
If you want anything on earth Try
tary, Arthur Selmau; treasurer, a New Mexican want ad.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
SANTA FE, N. M., TO

Chicago, St. Louis,- -

- -

$50.35

Buffalo,- -

-

-

$64.95
21.10

44.35

Denver,

New York,

76.35

ColoradoSp'gs, 18.15

Boston,

75.95

Pueblo,

- -

-

16.35

n

Phone

Santa Fe, N.M

139 Red

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War
as "Distinguished Institu- Hon." Army officers detailed by War

tip

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lite. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
1b all respects.
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
i REGENTS
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
'
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer, f
W .M. ATKINSON,' Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
- For
particular! and Illustrated catalogues address: v

TO

11

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

j

Superintendent

.
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MANY 0THER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO

LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.

For further particulars,

see any

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Iw

Santa Fe Agent.
SANTA FE, N. M

too State Fi
ALBUQUERQUE,

October 9,

10,

11,

12, 13, 14, 1911,
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EXCURSION RATES OH ALL RAILROADS
Write for Premium List and Program.

g
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Contlued

on Page Six.
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ISAAC BARTH,
'
President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary-Manage- r.
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NOW ALTOGETHER!
Have you a postcard ready to mail
tomorrow to some acquaintance in the
East to tell him of New Mexico's
skies and delightful climate? How
many of the chamber of commerce
folders will you send tomorrow? Are
you not willing to do that much for
the old town or for the commonwealth?
It is marvelous what strength there
is in a concerted movement of many
people. Things that to the individual
seem impossible, out of the question,
are aceompluished in the twinkling
of an eye by the multitude.
The effect of 350,000 people tomorrow writing, and talking "New Mexico,", all
boosting at the same time, should be
nothing short of magical.
It was a happy idea ol secretary H.
B. Hening of the Bureau of Immigra
tion who suggested, and of Governor
Mills who amplified and executed,
the Post Card Day designation and
proclamation. True, every day should
be a day of boosting for New Mexico,
but' there is moral and material power
in the thought that the people of an
entire commonwealth are together et
the same moment in the same thought
and act.
No wonder therefore, that special
newspaper editions of the Albuquerthe Roswell Register
que Herald,
Tribune, the Deming Headlight, the
Deming uraphic, the Carlsbad Argus,
the Rio Grande Republican, The Carlsbad Current, and the Farmington Enterprise, the Estancia News and a
score of other New Mexico newspapers celebrate the call of New Mexico, and that the chambers of commerce of Santa Fe, farmington, Az
tec, Las Vegas, Albuquerque, Las Cru-ceRoswell, Artesia, Carlsbad, Clo-vihave printed special folders,
pamphlets and postcards to
help
spread the good tidings of the New
Mexico gospel.
Certainly, YOU will
not lag behind when all the state is

SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,

PAUL A. F. WALTER

and Superintendent.

Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAuFFER,

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fa Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail
,
Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier... .75
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Oaily, per jear, by mail

2.50
1.00
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican ia the oldest newspaper In New Mexico.
a
and
and
has
growing circulation
large
eyery postoffice In the Territory,
of
the
Southwest
and
people
progressive
amonfc the intelligent

THE FATAL DEFECT OF RECALL,

A LESSON WELL LEARNED.

TTtE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

THE JOULTONESPE COMPANY

Capital Stock
$150,000
80..000
Surplus and Undivided Profit

SANTA FE, N. M

flaw! feaaktag tmsiaess la H
wOe nwt favorable terms on

TrMMACtea
It will be many years before the
people will forget the little blue ballot stunt of Jones, Fergusson, Hand,
McGill and Company.
The Farmington Enterprise is the
first boosting number issued for Post
Card Day that has reached the New
Mexican. It is replete with interesting articles showing the development
and prospects and attractions of San
Juan county.

WoMm
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Uans mover

Another Novel Wedding "Joke."
When a man employed in the railroad shops of Altoona, Pa., marries,
his
have a practice of
tying to him as many tin cans as he
can carry and following him all the
way home, beating the cans with
sticks.
The ordeal requires more
courage than standing before the minister and should make a man think
twice before caring to repeat the x-periment. Springfield Republican.
fellow-employe-

.

Queen Mary is very particular In
regard to the gowning of those in her
immediate entourage, neatness and
quite good taste being the requirements among her
and the youthful maids of honor.
Among other regulations issued as
royal command to the latter young
ladles were certain minute details,
says the Gentlewoman, more especially as regards their morning and afternoon attire when in waiting on her
majesty.
Queen Mary has a dislike, for instance, to the blouse or costume being cut low in the neck, and she permits only the neat high collar or lace
for morning or afternoon toilets.
The queen, too, has commanded that
when in waiting her maids shall esYouthful Admirer What! don't yOn
chew another mode somewhat in favor know who that is? Why, it's Field
with many young girls at the mo- Marshal
Hecment, the wearing ot short elbow tor Hercules Hamfatt of the Boy

The Rali5H0!tei
--

ladies-in-waitin- g

William Vaughn, Prop.
One of the Best Hotels in the West
.

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

CaUine and
Table Service
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

124126
MontezumsAve.

Mrs. Russell Sage is one of the richest women in the world, and intends
to devote her entire fortune to the

WASHINGTON AVENUE

P;il

110161
0301 lal Ua4aI

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block Wettof Capitol

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

Fraternal Societies

-

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

Brigadier-Commanda-

A

its branches.

tU kinds ef
personal and eeflatcral aectarity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks tn all markets for Its cgstonfers. Buys and sells domestic aad foreign exchange and nuuees telegraphic transfer of
money tn all parts ef the civilized world on as liberal terms a?
are given by any money transmiting agency public er private,
interest allowed ma time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' er years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments ef livestock aad products. Tne bank
executes all orders of its patrons m taw banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects, as Is
consistent with safety and tke principles of sound
&l
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of tne pnbMc kt'
respectfully solicited.

geniality. Al'f girts and letters snouia
be returned on both sides. It is the
duty of the mother of the young girl
to announce to friends the fact that
the engagement is at an end.

(tanuta!
sleeves.
In some recent photographs published ot one or other of the queen's
maids of honor, those with their neat
sleeves appear finmorning gowns, the
'
ishing closely up to the wrist. The
queen has also signified her liking for
the neat, small toque in preference to
the
fashionable
hat
with its towering plumes.

Castler.

OF SANTA FE.

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,
AGENTS,

Yia-tofMar-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF MARYLAND

five-yea-

HANDSOME ROOMS
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN OR
KOOM-Go- od
EUROPEAN PLAN
Service.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
"
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall at

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

7.30.

benefit of humanity. She was born at
H. H. DORMAN,
Syracuse N. T., in 1828, in somewhat
Master
humble circumstances, and when she CHAS. E. LINNEi. Secreta.7.
married Mr. Sage nearly thirty years
later, the millionairess and her husSanta Fe Chapter No. I
band were quite poor. "We were not
1. R. A. M. Regular
"
says she, "but Just
convocation second
able to keep the wolf from the door."
Monday of each month
In the first three years of her widowat Masonic Hall an
hood she is said to have disposed of
7:30 p. m.
e
twenty-fivmillion dollars, and alJOHN H. WALKER,
though she employs an army of secH. P.
retaries to deal with the hundreds of ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary. ,
letters
received
every day,
begging
phe lives in simple style at Fifth aveSanta Fe Commander
nue, New York, with three servants,
No. 1, K. T. Regular
All nearlv as nlri ar thefr TirilatrpfiR
conclave fourth Mon
day in each month at
from her love of flowers and her pet
Masonic Hall at. 7: 30
'
toand
chief
:

cotton-growin-

-

--

-!

,

birds,

her

aversion is

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
SANTA "fE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.

RECENTLY OPENED,

poverty-stricken,-

:

wide-open-

L. a. nuoffES,

WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE. ,

GENERAL

J. B. READ, Cashier,
p. McKane, Assfetett

ft. J.frALEN, ProSJort,

Fidelity and Deposit Company :

Each day as the water level in the
The New Mexican has read with in- cofferdam in Havana harbor is low'
terest and with some degree of grati- ered, the dread grows that the engin
forfication, a published statement of
eers will find that the Maine was
mer Treasurer Frank A. Hubbell of blown up from the inside and not from
saliBernalillo couny, which reviews
a mine exploded by the Spaniards. It
ent facts of seven years of. legal and is well known that the public indignahim
political warfare waged against
tion over the blowing up of the Maine
in Bernalillo county. It is gratified kindled the war with Spain despite
that none of the charges of official tne effortg ot president McKinley and
wrongdoing against Mr. Hubbell have cooer and more judicious neads to
been sustained, tne lasi oi a, Benes avoidit. While the outcome was fav-o- f
suits against him having just been orabe not oniy t0 tne united States
no nation
dismissed, but it is still more gratl- but also ,0 civilization,
HubA.
Frank
the
to
learn that
fied
0Ugnt t0 De driven into a bloody and
bell of today' Is no longer the Frank unjust war by mite popular clamor.
A. Hubbell of seven years ago, that Therein lies the fatal defect of the
he has learned his lesson well and recall; popular clamor is never dismay therefore become a man of use- posed to listen to reason or to justice;
fulness to his party and of power in it is merciless and unreasoning,
The El Paso Times gives another
....
the commonwealth.
the cruelty and
Mr Hubbell merely mistake's.. Jhe instance yesterday of
clamor when it
animus of the fight of these .seven injustice of popular
years. It was not so much against says:
"About the sorriest and worst scarhim personally but against political
lot of people in this country are celebrating!
ed
and official methods that were the
set which composed a mob in a
rule not only in Bernalillo but in other the
Missouri town which recently gathCOTTON.
counties of the territory. Albuquerered together to administer justice .to
Since cotton has become a staple
que, being a modern, progressive city, a young man accused of theft. He
was among the first in which a revul- was dragged around awhile and then product in New Mexico, there is localsion of popular feeling against such told he would be hung if he did not ly some interest in the census bullemethods made itself felt and was suc- confess. Confronted with such an al- tin on cotton production in 1910 made
Mr. Hubbell was made tho
cessful.
the young man to escape public today. That the crop in 1910
He was ternative,
scaDeeoat of this revolution.
Then he was was worth almost a billion dollars
hanging, confessed.
not so much to blame that he clung wnlpped by the moD and ordered to gives but a hazy idea of the industry
to those things which had been tiw kave the t(ywn and lost n0 time in in the United Staes, but that the inrule in both parties up to that time; d
crease was $151,000,000 over the year
0
he was not so much to censure per
officers of the law ibund before is more significant and shows
"Then
the
sonally in that he believed with his the real thief and have him In jail. that the industry is growing
and
followers that Albuquerque should be Now, it is those citizens who com- spreading and that the start made in
a wide open city; that city and couny posed the mob who are scared and New Mexico bids fair to be the foun
affairs should be administered solely sorry, too, and are inserting adver- - dation for important growth.
Still
with a view of personal and political tiBpmpntH itl naners far and wide bee- more significant is the fact that the
r
advantage; that everything is fair in gjng the young man t0 come back, and value of the cotton crops of the
politics and that men who fight on DromjSjne t0 make amends, and sleep- period ending with 1910 is
the other side should be punished in ing unaer the shadow of the biggest
while the value of the five-yeevery way possible for their temeri- - Duncn 0f damage suits ever dreamed
period ending with 1899 was
of. But nothing has been heard from
ty.
It stands to the credit of Mr. Hub- - the young man, who is doubtless hid' The crop in 1910 exceeded 12,000,000
bell that despite these ideals, or rath- ing in shame at the indignities heap-e- r bales of which 6,701,000 bales came
lack of ideals, he kept his personal ej .Upon him m his home town and from east of the Mississippi while
integrity clean:' that he was honest; suffering in deep humiliation from from west of the Mississippi came
that he kept straight accounts; thit the thought that since he confessed,
g
bales.
The greatest
those who succeeded Mr. Hubbell his people believe him a thief."
section in the world, both in
Attor- area and production, is located in the
were more grasping and more vindic-- !
.t New Haven yesterday,
tive than the regime they displaced. ney General Wickersham voicing the southeastern part of the
United
But this much has been established, opinion "of President Taft and' thus States. It includes small portions of
veto
a
that even with Mr. Hubbell and his foreshadowing the certainty of
Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri, Kansas,
followers restored to power, there of the Flood statehood resolution by and New Mexico, as well as- the states
would be no restoration of political President Taft unless it provides for lying to the southward.
This cotton- skullduggery, there would continue to the elimination of the Arizona recall, producing area is about 1,500 miles
be the widest publicity, in public a- - declared that it Is an abuse to call a long from east to west, and about 500
scheme of government tuch as is
miles in width. Within the past few
fairs; there would be no
Albuquerque; there would posed by Arizona in itil constitution years the cultivation of cotton has
be no merely political administration "popular."
been introduced into Arizona and Cal"It is an attempt," declared the atof public affairs; there would be no
and considerable success has
a
create
"to
govern- ifornia,
brutal disregard of public opinion. torney general,
attended
its growth in the latter state.
a minority
The public nowadays not only de ment of all the people, by
The total area of the counties
in
be
would
it
To
of
the
adopt
people.
ac
mands that the officials keep their
which cotton was ginned from the
institutions
for
the
to
substitute
counts straight but that they should
and the evolu crop of 1910 is approximately 625,000
take tha public into their confidence whichof are the growth
of
American expert- square miles, or about 400,000,000
centuries
tion
acres. Of this, only about one acre in
through the avenues of publicity; that
i
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IT. M.

IS

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS.DORAN
Proprietor.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

VP F

P.m.
bacco. Some 'time ago she resigned
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
from the Society of Mayflower DeW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
scendants, because the men smoked
every 12 was devoted to cotton.
at
in spite of tier
annual
the
banquet,
ocrats, Socialists, rich aa;i poor; that
Santa Fe ixdge of I
protests.
"While a free, enterprising and proideals publicPerfection No. 1, 14th
thy uphold the highest
imnot
will
New
Mexican
The
reject
e
people
congratulates
gressive
not
ly, and privately; that they do
degree. Ancient and Ac
because they are Judge John R. McFie upon his con
25c.
or wink at law defiance by sa- provements simply
cepted Scottish Rite of
Amerformation
or
to
new
the
of
thoughtful
yet
bench
untried,
supreme
or
other
any
hells,
loons, gambling
Free Masonry meets on
ruroisneo rooms in coanecnoo. noi low uams. tieciric Lifnis
icans must ever consider any radical New Mexico. After so persistent a
the third ' Monday of each month
agency; that they do not lobby in leg- changes in their government, state or fight,
sweet.
is
doubly
victory
Every
G. UIPE HERRERA, Prop.
islatures to have their salaries raised
::v
::
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening . in 222 San Francisco Street
in the light 'of1 Washingand right thinking per
or to pass laws that do not have the national,
Masonic Hall, south sideof Plaza.
care
the
to
with
resist
son
ton's
was
with
warning
Judge McFie in this
public approval; in other words, they spirit of innovation upon the principles
Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are cor
fight that had been made upon him,
dially invited to attend. txpec? their official to be stewards of the institutions of the United mainly because he had
Proespoused
The engagement ring is worn after
of the public weal and soldiers of the
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
States, lest alterations in the form hibition and was enforcing the stat an engagement
is announced, and is
common good.
Venerable Master.
of our fundamental structures of gov- utes in his district. There
may have in best taste when it contains only a
The most useful politician is ht ernment 'impair the energy of the sys
been other motives, but those who single stone. This may be a diamond, HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
lalaphoa aM JS.aatl hi
who learns, in New Mexico, especial- tem and undermine what cannot be had
Secretary.
to
be
themselves
these,
or
permitted
emerald
ruby,
sapphire, according
ly that a new order of things has been directly overthrown."
made tools of a power that stoops at to individual preference and the cirp. o. e.
Mr. Wickersham declared that less nothing to
brought about silently, but effective
.
v
'
'
p
J'
,
those who dare cumstances of the prospective husSanta
Fe
per cent of the oppose it. destroy
Lodge No.
ly, and while there are yet a few than twenty-seveMcFie's
no
and
wisdom
and
taste
of
feStwiar
are
record
to
Judge
band;
the
Jong
girl
wwettfef
tsuested
a taSqr
ttirsty
bailiwicks where the oil order stUl voters and six per cent of the total on
460, B. P. O. E. holds
the bench has been clean, honora- will expect or accept from her lover
Its regular session on
hangs on temporarily the more pro- population of the territory had voted ble and noteworthy and it is
an
in
Intrinsic
WILD
engagement ring which,
ALE,
CHERRY, LEAKU SQBA, CC
nothing
the second and fourth
gressive counties and towns will not for the Arizona constitution.
but a just recognition of the merits value, is beyond his means.
each
KLONDIKE
of
return to it and the political leader
Wednesday
Congress may well consider what a of a faithful
ISOTBEEl,
FIZZ, CCC0 CGU,
::
X
The third finger of the left hand ia
public servant' to permit
per
month. Visiting broth
who gives the widest recognition to territory in which only thirty-fiv- e
one on which both the engagethe
to
him
on
serve
suthe
territorial
ers are invited and
this unalterable fact, who swings him- cent of the qualified electors exhibit preme court as its oldest
member un-ti-j ment ring and the wedding ring are
welcome.
self to the head of the progressive col- sufficient interest to vote upon, the
worn.
is
The
drinks made
always
wedding ring
the coming of statehood next year
SANU FE BOTTLING WCUS OtY
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
umns, is the man not only of the fu- adoption of the fundamental law on supplants it with the state and federal
same a band of gold not too
the
water
filtered
ftasrietor.
to
J. D. SENA,
the union,
Exalted Ruler.
ture but of the day, whom the public which it seeks admission
heavy, but sufficiently so to last a lifecourts.
for
of
that
evidence
as
capacity
gives
with
entrust
time. The round edge is preferred,
will
office, with honors,
which is so essen
-'
because it is more comfortable
with leadership.
to
instiof
free
to
maintenance
the
tial
Texas, so says a census bulletin to wear. The initials of both persons
During these seven years of trial,
said
he.
day, in the census yeat manufactured and the date are usually engraved in
of prosecution and persecution, Mr. tutions,
$272,896,000 worth of goods, a sum the the engagement
Hubbell has demeaned himsel
well,
ring. The date of
has demonstrated that he possesses
That 543 people were slain by their size of which can only be' realized marriage and initials of the contractqualities of leadership and of wisdom fellowmen in Chicago during the past when it is remembered that this is ing parties are ' engraved in the wed.
the assessed wealth ding ring.
20 months seems like a frightful sat- five times
that will make him an important
It is very bad taste to wear an enIndependent Order of Beavers.
tor in the political battles that will urnalia of blood and one person out of New Mexico More than $216,000,-00Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. holds
capital are invested in the manu- gagement ring, or Indeed, any other
be fought in the new state, especially of every 4,000 murdered in so short
since he has learned that in the long a time does seem an unusually high facturing industries of the Lone Star ring, on the first finger, the third and its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
fourth alone being the ring fingers. first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
run, the public will stand only for the average, and yet, in New Mexico in state and yet, these clve employment The
.
TO
engagement ring remains on the ers are always welcome.
to
hands
or
a
80,000
one
everv
of
only
small frac
most frank and the most just methods that same period,
person
third
hand
PRICHARD.
W.
left
until
of
GEO.
the
finger
just
of
those who till the soil.
In
in official administration, and that no 2,000 was slain by fellowmen. it is tion
before the
tiPresident
ceremony, when
)
party or faction is ever so strongly a matter that cannot be suppressed or comparison, for instance, with the it should bemarriage
T. NEIS,
transferred to the corre
.
annual
$400,000,000
the
of
more
value
'swift
can
silenced
until
there
the
is
punentrenched that it
' "'
persistently
4 Inconvenience by Purctuulnx Walls
sponding finger.of the right hand, the
Secretary. '
defy public demands for decency and ishment of murder; stricter enforce- crops in the state of Iowa, and the wedding ring taking Its place on the
aXlI W illVlIVJ Far&--o Domestic Money Order, Travelers'
ment ot the law against guntoting, $205,000,000 the value ot the crops of left hand. .
publicity.
F. W. FARMER
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
closing up of disreputable joints and Kansas, the two states together havIf an engagement bracelet Is preHomestead 'No.
an
f
area
for
ing
that
of
of
only
redlight districts,
sented, it is worn on the left wrist;
Crop statistics for Connecticut and abolishment
2879.
, .
itdalForeiffl
Paysble
Indiana were published today by the most killings can be traced not only Texas, even the stupendous manufac- but ai this form of betrothal was
Brotherhood
of
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Tarogflwnt
CMitricJ census bureau and permit of compari indirectly but directly to these agen- turing development of the last named merely a passing fad, the girl ot the
Yeoman
American
state
is
so
not
in
cies.
overwhelming
its
to
son of a predominantly manufacturing
(resent will hardly care
adopt it,
Meets .Second
statistics.
since the bracelet is more or less substate with en agricultural common
REMITTANCES SENT BY TQLECMtAPH
and Fourth' Thurs
ject to fashion; but a ring can always
The owner of the Appeal to Reason
wealth. Although Connecticut is not
DalgadoM
days,
be worn. A pretty foreign custom is
as large as Socorro or Chaves county has purchased himself a powerful
The Associated Press is giving
Hall. H. Fereman,
and complete ac- to choose a plain gold ring for the
purposes.
and has only a fraction ot the area ot au'omobile for pleasure
C. O. Riehle, Car.
emblem
to
use
and
also
of
it
betrothal,
Indiana, and although it is primarily Thereat, some of the comrades are counts of the world event that is tran- for the
See. Mrs. Daisy
indoable
wedding ring, the
a manufacturing state, it yet produced peeved, for they object to these dis- spiring this week in London, the cor
Fanner.
beof
dates
the
scription
indicating
should
But
in the census year crops valued at plays of plutocracy.
why
onation 01 lung ueorge. it seems
Inmade
trothal
and
beiag'
marriage
more than $15,000,000 of which almost they? A socialist is entitled to the like a glimpse of medieval history to
and a jeweled ring worn above
Santa Fe Camp
one-hal- f
was forage crops. Indiana, good things of life as well as the beef read of the display, the ostentation, side,
1361t N. W. A. I
It as a guard after marriage.
as
as
the
more
comrades
and
the
than
that
barons,
long
pageants
however, produced
accompany this celmeets second Tues--I
A strict rule is that, with the exworth of crops, or more than roll in the silver dollars as subscrip- ebration, and yet, it helps to explain ception of flowers and bonbons, a girl
day each month, so I
three times the entire assessed wealth tions to the Appeal so long all will be why the British nation keeps so may not accept from her fiance gifts
cial meeting third
uaaJos and saddle horese.
I
well with the publisher and editor of youthful in its patriotism, in its viril- which
For hire at popular prices
of New Mexico. More than one-haTuesday at Elks
may not be retnrned uninjured
ot this was In com while wheat came the sheet, who are laying by a nice ity and maintains a hold upon the should the engagement be broken.
Hell Visting neigh-- 1
back
cchick,
second with $67,000,000, hay and for- fortune contributed by the simple-minde- world, that transcends in real power When an engagement is broken it Is oors welcome. Fhene glaek. 112.
who
are
for
comrades
the
of
oats
the
Roman
sway
with
125,000,000;
A.
third
in
O.
Consul
looking
WHITTIER,
age
empire
its, supposed to be because the persons
the dawn of the millenlum.
have- - HveredV their lack of con-- CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
and potatoes, 14,000,000. ....
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Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day jk Night.
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Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
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Wells Fargo & Co. Express
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General Express Forwarders
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'
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UNITED STATES BANK

e

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

COMING

PERSONAL MENTION

Mrs. Enos and son Ralph have left
tor California.
Guy C. Dorman, a businessman of
Chicago, is at the Montezuma.
Gerson Gusdorf, a well known merchant of Taos, is at the Montezuma.
J. H. Fulmer Jr., a banker from
Indiana, is at the Montezuma.
G. V. Hanlon, brother
of Miss
Maude Hanlon, is here from Mountain-air- .

Business

a,

Your Patronage Solicited
V

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F.

E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

:..

STEPHENS. Cashier.

.

The
son of superintendent and Mrs. J. E. Clark, has the
seven-year-ol- d

Csshier

measles. .
.
Sue, the. little daughter jof " Mr.. and
Mrs. Charles C." Catron,"" is ill with
.

scarlet lever.
' Hon. Nestor
Montoya and part of his
family came up from Albuquerque this
noon and will remain over for St
Michael's commencement.
Miss Nelle Fuller of Mosinee, Wisconsin, arrived in the city last evening and is registered at the Palace.
She is on her way to Espanola.

Boiler)

Real Estate
(City

"

Property-Ranch-

Territorial Secretary and
Mrs.
Nathan Jaffa left last evening for
Denver where Mr. Jaffa will undergo
a minor operation from the hands of

etc. Renting)'

es

Surety Bonds

Dr. Levy.
A, J. Burkhead, representing the J.
I. Case Machine Company of Amaril-lo-,
Texas, arrived in the city yesterday and steered the tig traction engine up. from' the depot at 7 o'clock
last evening. Mr. Burkhead will personally "try out" the macnine today
in the presence of the mayor and the
county commissioners.
Mrs. J. W. Crumpaeker, wife of former associate Justice Crompacker of
the. Third Judicial District, will arrive
in; Santa Fe tomorrow noon and will
be a guest of Mrs W. J.' Mills at the
executive mansion.. Mrs. Crumpaeker
has visited in this city before and

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices

The Ideal Brass

Francisco St.

119 San

?

Santa

;

Fe, New Mexico

Bed- - - '

stead
Colonial

In

Style,
Substantially B n 1 It
and Beautiful to look
at Call to see it at
Our Store. We also
have the "tusculum"
porch shades and
bamboo curtains
the very thing to
keep one cool these
warm days. A fine
assortment of
for the babies
has also arrived.
AKERS-WAGN-

through her charming personality has
made many friends.
E. F. Sidebottom who visited his
son in? Los Angeles has returned t
Santa Fe.
Gerard Gignoux of New York City,

is visiting Bronson M. Cutting at his!
uome on isuena vista Loma.
FRANK R. BOTHWELL
DIED THIS MORNING.
,

Was Cashier and Paymaster of the
New Mexico Central for Over
Three Years.

FURNITURE CO.

ER

UP TO THE
DE VARGAS

PAGEANT.

MILLINERY

EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

D I R

MISS

WHY NOT NOW ?
Phone Black

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

S. KAUNE

8

CO,

WATERMELONS,
If Your Instep is not Strong

Fine, Ripe and Sweet.

SUPPORTERS

WILL HELP,

Can't

...WE ALSO HAVE...

Rio Arriba, $10,073.83;
...

$2,419.09;

.

Foley Kidney Pills contain Just the
Ingredients necessary to regulate anl
strengthen the action of .he kidneys
and bladder. Try them yourself For
sale by all druggists.

HOOD

Why Import Mineral Water?
WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

for

Receipts

;

Leave orders

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26

Be Beat.

for

month

RIVER

STRAWBERRIES.

Absolutely Delicious.

"

CALIFORNIA
AND

STRAWBERRIES

BLACKBERRIES

at

, ;

Mountain Health Retort, 22 miles fro m 8anta Fe on main line of 8anta Fe,
miles from depot
one and one-ha.
.,;-'- f
Tent bungalows,. In Pine Forest, Wth every accommodation, Turnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.,
' V "':
:' 'X
WILLIAMSON RANCH, V'
'
'
V:
Glorteta, N. M.
'

H. S. KAUNE

& CO.

Mo.,

June'

21.

Spelter

5.556.60.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, June 21. Wool unchanged; Territory and western mediums
fine mediums 1617
1719
14
fine 11
LIVESTOCK."
Re
Kansas City, June
ceipts 7,000. Market steady.' Native

steers $56.35; southern steers' $3.80
and ; heifers
5.25; southern cows
$2.504.50; native cows and heifers
$2.256.10; stockers and feeders $3.25
calves $4
5; bulls $3.254.7o;
7.50; western steers $4.756.10; western cows $2.754.75.
Hogs

Fancy

"

r'b

"-

r

--

."

"
"

50c.

'80c.

20c.

"
"
"

35c.

v

25c.

40c.
65c.

rn

Receipts

higher. Bulk

reason,

8.40.

--

All will go

Receipts 21,000.
Hogs
generally 10 higher. Light

'

we

ADOLPH SEUGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.

OH YOU
If You Need

Rutt Rrnc

C.t

DRUGGISTS

Phone

lil

THOSE

DARK

A PAIR.

w, uv

Nirht Phone Red 58

tenable

4
4
4

SEE US:

sterling suver
Chippendale
Apollo patterns.
We Solicit Your Inspection.

pawerns

.,jLli

J

a Weeding Present

COME TO

4

JUNE

01

Sbeisea

Je.rfl. C. YONTZ,

and

sW"

xxxxs$xxxxxx
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
FOR

THAT

SIGN WRITING
New and Full Assortment of Unique
Latest in Hand Color- -

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

inf Post Cards.

309 San Francisco

OUTING

r

San Juan Pottery

Artistic
Framin?.

.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Street

r

SUMMER

MEXICAN HATS
First Class Work Guaranteed

San Francisco Street

J. P. Steed & Son
CARPENTERS

&

J

v

Cllt Flowers

PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding
and Table Bouquets and Decorations.
A
Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra
charge of 28c
for packing on orders under 93.00.

specialty

I THE

All Work Guaranteed.

Phone, Red

CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black

X

DAY
UP

SPECIAL SALE, JUNE 17

use

Market
$6.10

at HALF the original cost at our

the tfEMNANTS LARGE ENOUGH FOR WAIST PATTERNS

of

;

.

Silks, Lawns and White Goods,

Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

Market

17,000.

REMNANTS

.

12.

"

R-v-

-

B0VLE:
Santa

115

AND
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

FORI

Electric Iron& That Stay Hot

r

40c.

35c.

"
"

J

" AND CABINET MAKERS.
18,000.
Market steady to weak.
Seeves $4.906.55; Texas steers $4.55
5.85; western steers $4.755.70;
stockers and feeders $3.65 5.60; cows FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
and heifers $2.505.90; calves $6
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE

WIRE

Heaters and Percolates
Water
:

"
"

y

"
"
"

This is not shop-wostock, but New Patterns
Swell Stock in a Great Variety of Colors.

sales $6.256.30;
heavy $6.20 6.30; packers and butch
ers $6.256.35; lights $6.256.35
10c

fiONTlNUOUS
Electric toasters

"
"
"

25c.

ts

.

Receipts 6,000. Market
Sheep
always lead itt our Fruit steady. Muttons $3.254.10; lambs
and Vegetable Line. Always first $5.607; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.604.75; fed western ewes
on the market. You never will 3.50.
v
be disappointed.
Receipts
Chicago, June

'

'

"
"

MEN'S LISLE HOSE AT 25 CENTS A PAIR.
MEN'S SILK HOSE AT 50 CENTS

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Drug-gisthemselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that

J

1--

Sweet and Sour T

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

SOLBAQENTS

Taffeta "
"
"

whose scientific

$174,-616.9-

MONEY AND METALS.

Santa Fe Cherries

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER' CO.

lf

Satin Wired Ribbons 35c. Value, Special, 25c.

frequently
trodden by those

month

MARKETREPORT

CANTALOUPES

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
- All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home Industry,

ONE WEEK ONLY

StoreJ
Drug
Is most

ttle

:

RIBBON SALE

Most of

The Pathway to the

-

firm

JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOE MAN

:

DOROTHY DAINTY SPECIAL

GREAT SATURDAY

Balance,- June, $l!l90,522.21.
On, deposit in banks $1,267,976.05.
Excess balance shown as on deposit in banks in $qess of treasurer's balance, Is accounted for from
the fact, that collections of taxes have
been made but not distributed to
funds, such distribution being made
by treasurers the tenth day of each
month according to statutory provision.

St.' Louis,

Arch Props and Supporters.

d

Below

"Always Kellable"
BRAWLEYVflLLEY

De-scribe-

.

ONE OF OUR
IN STEP

"Special Sale"

j

Disbursements

H:

T0WNSLY5

j

The totals:
$341,124.27..

Insurance Agency.

THAT IS ONE OF

j

'

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

MUGLER

j

He-w- as

Adequate Insurance
Eventually,

HAIR RIBBON?

f

-

YOU intend to seecure

SEE THAT SWELL

-

Frank R. Bothwell, for over three
Roosevelt, $7,761.54; $2,6S0.37: $20.- years cashier and paymaster of the!910-91New Mexico Central railway, died!
Sandoval, $9,156.12; $1,696.90; $29,078.30.
of lung trouble this morning.
San Juan, $8,817.66; $2,661.08;
32 years of age and came out here
from Pittsburg. Jle seemed to imSan Miguel, $50,087.37; $22,900.36;
prove in health until the past three
$70,186.49.
months, when he grew worse.
Santa Fe, $9,220.87; $2,505.61;
Mr. Bothwell was a member of the
Odd Fellows, the Independent Order
j.
of Beavers and the Independent AmerSierra, $3,937.95;y $3,436.62:
714.69.
ican Insurance Company. He had many
Socorro, $24,924.55; $3,721.14;
friends in Santa Fe and throughout
,
.:(;. ;
the territory for he traveled a .good 945.03. ,
Taos,
$3,944.00; iU'$4,003.16;
deal on railroad matters. ...
. ,
'
''
Mr;' BOThwell's
brother,": C. Earl 520.96
7
Torrance, $6,556.32; $3,365.52;
Bothwell, was with him' when he died
'
and will accompany the body back 166.52.
to Pittsburg tomorrow afternoon.
Union, $31,646.04; $5,7413;
$40,'
. Undertaker
Mulligan and Rising 629.69.
are In charge of the arrangements.
Valencia, $17,810.97; $1,463.78;

ECTORS

BARGAINS

OFF

$49,961.82.

&

PAQc FIVE

Albuquerque Business Man Surprised
by Santa Fe's Progressive-nes- s
and Growth.
ONE THIRD
(Albuquerque Journal.)
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
George P. Learnard of the music
house of Learnard and Lindemann,
This Month Only.
has just returned from Santa
Fe,
J
where he went on a business trip in
connection with the present piano sale j
A.
now going on at the store.
j
South-Eas- t
"I never in my life saw a place im- j
Corner Plaza
prove like Santa Fe has done," said
Mr. Learnard to a Morning Journal
"They are 6.571-2- ;
representative yesterday.
mixed $.10fj6.53; heavy $6
paving the streets, and putting down
6.50; rough 6(6.1u; good to choice
sidewalks for all the world like one heavy
pigs J3,65&6.3o;
of the busy towns of the east. And bulk of $.15fj6.ou;
sales j.Zotii 6.45;
the people are awake and are starting
Sheep
Receipts 20,000. Market!
things in great shape.
weak.
Native $2.2u(ft 4.50;
western
"They purpose having a De Vargas 3.504.15: yearlings $4Q.4.S0; lambs'
of
a
as
sane
the
Fourth
part
pageant
native $3.75 4.85.
You know De
of July celebration.
Omaha, Neb., June 21. Cattle Re- Vargas was the Spanish governor who ceipts 3,000.
Market steady
to
reconquered what is now New Mexico stronger. Native steers $4.25i?i 6.23;
for the Spaniards in li;92. Hon. Geo. cows and heifers $35.65; western
W. Armijo, who is a descendant of
steers $3.755.60; Texas steers $3.25
will impersonate the gover- Ciqi.10; cows and hoifers $4(54.80;.;
nor in the pageant, wearing an exact canners $2.50,3.83; stockers , a;nd
facsimile of the old costume worn by feeders $3.505-25- ;
calves $4.00(37.25;
the conqueror on his trip north from bulls, stags, etc., $3.255.
El Paso.
Hogs
Receipts 11,400.
Market;
"Mr. Armijjo, who has taken great 10c to 13c higher. Heavy $S.056.20;
interest in the pageant has received mixed $6(fj6.20; light $6.206.35; pigsj
bulk of sales $66.50.
j
the promise of all the Indian chiefs $5.o0-6near Santa Fe that they will be presSheep
Receipts 2,500.
Market;
ent and take part in the pageant in steady. Yearlings $4.505; wethers'
the same class of costume they wore $3.754; wethers $3.754; ewes $31
4; lambs $3.50!i 6.25.
when resisting the invasion of
The movement on foot is to
make this pageant an annual affair ENGLISH LIGHTWEIGHT IS
CONFIDENT OF VICTORY.;
as famous as the New Orleans Mardi
firna
After'
"That Santa p'e is alive to the pos His Challenge to Meet Wolgast
He Defeats Matty Baldwin is
sibilities of the moment is evidenced
Accepted.
by the fact that they have already
subscribed $1,000 in cash to finance
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the doings for this year.
Sa nFrancisco, Calif., June 21.
"In order that o'ahta Fe may be in
Freddie
"
Welsh, the
lighta position to welcome
the many weight, is so confident English
of victory over
guests all places of business will be Matty
Baldwin when the pair meet
closed on the Fourth from 10 a. m. unhere next Friday night that he has
til 6 p. m. In the evening there will
to fight Champion Wolgast for
be band concerts and an immense agreed a side
for the club offering tha
$10,000
fireworks display at old Fort Marcy." best inducements.
Welsh's defy was
accepted by Tom Jones, Wolgasts's
TREASURIES IN FINE CONDITION,
manager, and certified checks for!
$1,000 each, were posted today to bind
Continued from Page One.
the match.
Should Welsh or Wolgast meet deOtero, $37,294.45;, $6,289.94;
feat in their coming battle with Baldwin and Moran, respectively, the proQuay, $30,738.03; $16,883.55;
posed match will be cancelled.

-

EXPERT

M.

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

:

.

- Electric (Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric 'Chafing Dishes
Electric - Tea !. Pots
,

,' New Mexico.

i.

St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

la

(Read Dow a)
19

am
7 30
7 40
05
s 20

s;83
60

10
9 35
10 00

0
4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49

2 30

2 47
3 07
3 45

48
55
68
76
82

m

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Capulln

3 15
8 05
2 45
2 25
1 65
1 30

Vtgll
Thompson
CunninghamN.M
....Clifton House
T.v
Ar
Raton. N. M
Ar
.Lv
Roton.Ji.M
Clifton House N M.. .
. .

.

Preston
Koehler Junction
.Koehler..

WANTS

MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar

FOR RENT Six roomed house, furnished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzkf.

Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
& Co.
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever
including CHRONIC
FOR SALE Good piano on monthly COUGHS oforigin,
ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
payment contract. Room No. 8 Capi- Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
tal City Bank Building.
For sale by all druggists.

20
4 00
3 50

Fever and Summer Golds

Hay

FOR REN'T Six roomed brick cottage. Bath, range, light. O. C.

(Read Up)

effect Sept. 1st 1910'
STATIONS

Lv..Deg Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dedmao

35
15
43
00

&

Company

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES

4
4
5
5
5
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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8 3d

houst
FOR SALE Seven room
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

10 15
9 49

RULES THAT GOVERN
POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS.

Santa Fe Will Have Its Own From
TYPEWRITERS.
This Month On It Should En-Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
courage Thrift.
platens' furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Object,
and rented. Standard makes handled'
1. The Postal Savings System is
Ail repair work and typewriters guar established for the purpose of pro
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex viding facilities for depositing savchange. Phone 231.
ings at interest with the security of
the United States government for
j.

.

HOoIfax

8 55
05
8 20
8 02

crue as long at it remains outstanding, certificates being valid until
paid, without limitation as to time.
23. Compound interest is not allowed on outstanding certificates, but
a depositor may withdraw interest
payable and include it in a new de-- .
posit, which will bear interest at the
regular rate.
Withdrawals.
24. A depositor may at any time
withdraw the whole or any part- of
his deposits to his credit with any
interest payable by surrendering savings certificates, properly endorsed,
for the amount desired.
25. A depositor presenting a certificate for payment in full with all
interest payable must indorse it on
the back in the presence of the postmaster or his representative and sur
render it. . The postmaster or his rep
resentative, if satisfied as to the depositor's identity, will then make

A Poor Weak Woman

As she is termed, will endure bravely and patiently
agonies which a strong man would give way under.
The fact is women are more patient than they ought
to be under such troubles.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
the most experienced medical advice free of charge

and in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. V. Dr. Pierce
has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo. N. Y.. for
many years and has had a wider practical experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country.
His medicines are
for their astonishing efficacy.
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak and deli
cate women is Dr. Pieree's Favorite Prescription.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG.
SICK WOMEN WELL.
The many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
forth in Plain English in the People's Medical Adviser (1008 pages), a newly
Edition of which,
revised and
will be mailed free on
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.
receipt of 31 one-ceworld-famo-

cloth-boun-

26. When
a depositor desires to
withdraw only a part of the amount empt from all taxes or duties of to Illumination, still thv stand out
PI
called for by any certificate the post the United States, as well as from! as a bright spot, even amongst the
18
6 2S
i
master will cancel the certificate and taxation in any form by or under j Offices of the colonial governments
94
Ar
5 45
and Dominions by which they are
pm
pm
issue a new certificate covering the state, municipal, or local authority.
37. Postal savings bonds can only . surrounded. The center piece is an
The new
amount left on deposit.
dOonnects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both Northland South..!
certificate will be so dated that the be procured by the conversion oflimmense crown, in varied colored
repayment.
on either side of which are
VICAR GENERAL WOULD
SStage for Van Houten &, M, meets trains at Preston K.lM.Z
depositor will not lose interest on the postal savings deposits, and will note Hgbts,
Safety.
BUILD A RECTORY.
and Stripes and the initials
Stars
not
on
to
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for (Cllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 t. m, dally except
who
are
be
issued
2.
persons
States
amount remaining , continuously
The faith of the United
Bndays, Fare Hs.ua one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaxe carried free.
in registered or j
but
whether
to
the
positors,
is
payment
solemnly
deposit.
pledged
MDea
ra.
11:11
O. A 9. train leaves
for the south at
Mclnes, N,
arrives from the
p.
In two addresses delivered in the of
form they may, upon receipt; Mr. Burdett-CouttM. P.
whose
desires to
27. When a depositor
deposits made in postal savings de
th at 4:38 a. m
Cathedral Sunday the rector, the Very
be sold and assign-- residence, Stratton House, Piccadilly,
the
interest
by
the
depositor,
interest
accrued
with
payable
offices
withdraw
merely
pository
vicar
Rev. Antonio Fourchegu,
general as provided by the
s
act. on any certificate, instead of indors ed at any time to any person desired. is occupied by Mr. John Hays HamC. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F, M. WILLIAMS,
of the archdiocese of Santa Fe and
Information.
mond, the special American AmbassaCL P.
Who
V. P. & G. M
Deposit.
May
ing and surrendering the certificate
Superintendent.
Agent,
who for more than forty years has laconcern- dor to the coronation, has undertaken
38. Further information
and as in case of full payment, he will be
be opened
Accounts
may
bored faithfully in this archdiocese.
made by any person of the required to give his receipt in dupli- ing the Postal Savings System may be the decoration and illumination of
declared that the crowning effort of deposits
of 10 years or over in his or her cate for the amount of interest paid. obtained by application at any deposi- the house. The design he has chosen
age
suita
to
of
be the erection
his life is
a married woman The postmaster will enter tbe inter- tory office or by inquiry addressed remains a secret between himself and
own name and
able rectory for the priests of the in her own nameby and free from any est
payment on the back, of the certifi- to the Postmaster General (Postal tbe decorators, but the strings of elecCathedral to take the place of the totSavings System), Washington, D. C. tric wires already in place show that'
control by her hus- cate and return it to the depositor.
or
interference
ASK FOR TICKETS
tering old building which was recently band.
FRANK H. HITCHCOCK,
a very elaborate scheme is to mark
Not Made in Person.
No nerson can have more
'Deposits
torn down. Father Fourchegu said:
Postmaster General. the temporary home of the special
28. When a person who has open
one account at any one time,
than
YOUR FREIGHT
of
"The old parochial residence
s
American embassy.
4. No person may open a
ed an account can not appear personthe priests of the Cathedral parish
office ally to make an additional deposit,
at
account
any
post
IN
CUPID
BUSY
CHICAGO.
has gone. Hence the necessity of hav who is not a patron of that office,
i
or for other
of infirmity
because
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
'
ing a new one. At present we have
reasons
the
5.
All accounts must be opened in good and sufficient
from
(Continued
Page Three)
loo, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
five
or
in
three
but
three priests
sent
be
or
author
to
be
his
amount
may
deposited
person by the depositor
Sealed proposals will be received
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
years from now there may be four, ized)
representative. After opening by a representative or forwarded by in the history of Chicago as the bit- by the County Commissioners of Sanfive or six priests, according to the
an account a depositor may forward mail. On receipt of the amount the terest disappointment in the records. ta Fe County, New Mex'co, up to
needs of this parish. The parishionsubsequent deposits to the post office postmaster will send to the depositor By the failure to comply with the law twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
and
both
speakers,
Spanish
English
the duplicate of each savings certifi the vote in favor of bond issues which 1st day of
by mail.
cerin
number and
July, 1911, for furnishing
ing, are increasing
THE
EAST
When the dupli would pay for the
6.
will be accepted only cate to be isued.
Deposits
many needed bridg- all material and constructing three
tainly a new rectory is needed.
will
delivered
cate or duplicates thus
from individuals and no account
es over the Chicago river, the expect bridges in said county, located as fol- have had an understanding with His
be opened in the name of any corpor have been signed by the depositor and ed Improvement plans were knocked low's:
Grace, the archbishop, that the work
firm or returned to the depository office, the into a cocked hat. The ordinance di-- i
society,
of erecting the new rectory shall not ation, association,
.
OR
. .
. ,
BEST
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
... j.
in the name of two postmaster will send him the original
or
partnership,
begin until he returns from Europe or more
the amount of the submitted to the voters required that 'on Canon Road within the limits of
certificate
jointly.
covering
persons
in the fall. But on several occasions
New accounts Can not be the question be submitted at a spe- - the City pf Santa Fe.
7. No account will be opened in deposit.
the Archbishop has told me that I
One bridge over the Galisteo river
When an intending cial election for that
one person in trust for opened by mail.
of
name
the
purpose whereas near the
I have
ROUTE
should build such a residence.
WEST
town of Galisteo.
or per depositor desiring to open an account it was submitted at a
of
or
another
on
behalf
person
general elecalways answered that I couldn't do it sons.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
is unable to appear in person he may tion and no notice was. given in admyself for lack of means, having
forward the money by a represents vance that the question of the bond near the' town of Los Cerrillos.
Service Free.
spent thousands of dollars in beautiAll the material and work shall be
of the Postal Sav tive, who will be provided with an ap issue would be
8.
The
service
put upon the ballots.
fying the Cathedral, and putting it in
furnished and done in accordance
is free, and no charge plication form, which must be proper Consequently
ings
bond
System
for
attorneys
see
to
which
the
condition
you
good
Far rates and full information address
or fee is collected or required in con ly filled out by the intending deposit- houses and banks which had agreed witn tQe plans and specifications now
day. Also, in making improvements nection with the
opening of an ac- or and returned with the duplicate to take the securities declared all on file in the office of the County
to Rosario cemetery, such as erectwithdrawal of money certificate or certificates.
Agent,
Clerk at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
or
count
EUGENE FOX, a. f. p.Texas.
the
the issues were invalid and
ing a new fence, a new house, and
El Paso
Withdrawals Not Made in Person.
Dor- where they may be seen and examindeposited.
make a brave display.
piping the city water to the place.
29.
When under similar circum- chester House, the residence of Mr. ed and copies procured.
Privacy of Accounts.
Moreover, two school houses for girls
a depositor can not appear Whitelaw Reid, the American ambasstances
the
with
connected
9.
No
Each bid must be accompanied by
a
person
and boys in this parish have taken
to make a withdrawal, a sador,
in
person
or
the
as it does in the cen- a certified checK in the sum of 10 per
Office
postal
Post
standing
Department
good deal of money.
blank order will be furnished for his ter of Park Lane, makes a mark dis- cent of the
Said
"I have not asked many contribu service is permitted to disclose the
ajnount of bid.
use upon request by his representa- tinguishable for several miles
up check to be drawn upon some solvent
tions from you my friends, for these name of any depositor or give any
been
has
such
order
tive.
When
account
an
Hyde Park.
bank doing business in Santa Fe
laudable works. A substantial con- information concerning
filled in and signed by the
The home of the American ambas- county. New Mexico.
tribution came from our late Arch- except to the depositor himself, un- properly with his
witnessPost- depositor,
signature
so often described as the handParties desiring so to do may also
bishop P. Bourgade but I myself con less directed to do so by the
VIA
ed by a disinterested person, and has sador,
tributed out of my own income more master General.
to somest in London, will be outlined in submit plans and prices of their own,
the
to
returned
postmaster,
been
than did any other. I need say no
How to Open an Account.
light, thousands of electric globes and the Board of Commissioners re- gether with each certificate to be paid having been placed about the cornices, serve the
more on this matter, for I know you
10. When a person applies to open
right to reject any and all
will
be
indorsed, payment
windows and columns.
The center bids or to accept any bid made that
appreciate what has been done. How an account he must furnish the neces- properly
to
the
made
depositor's
of the scheme, however, is an Im- in their judgment is for the best inever, I will add had I twice the means sary information for the postmaster
(Scenic Line of the World)
at my command, although I love my or his representatives to fill out an
mense shield, across which have been terest of Santa Fe County, New Mex30. When a depositor who is un
parishioners, I look more toward the application, which he will then be re;
to appear in person desires to draped the American and British flags ico.
interest of their children, my highest quired to sign. If the applicant sign able
I. SPARKS,
ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE
interest payable in red, white and blue lights. This
the
withdraw
merely
covers the corner of the house facing
aim being to educate them as good, by mark his signature must be witChairman of the Board.
on any certificate, the blank order
Hyde Park. On the front and sides GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
upright, Catholics.
nessed by a disinterested person.
include
for
will
furnished
receipts
TO-"We now need a parochial resi
are
and shields, bearing the
Deposits.
Clerk of the Board.
the interest to be paid, upon return Starseagles
dence or rectory and I call upon you
and Stripes and the initials "G.
are evidenced
11. Deposits
by of which,
dethe
signed by
properly
all to help the enterprise according
R."
"M."
and
When the electricity is
s
certificates issued in positor, the postmaster will make pay$ 60.35 to your means. This rectory cannot fixed denominations
City $ 85.35
turned on, Dorchester House will be
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
of' $1, $2, $5, $10. ment to his
representative.
recommended
for
be built by holding a ball, and while I $20, $50, and $100, each bearing the
blazoned in light, and through the 13 particularly
Death
of
Depositor.
$ 50.35
$ 16.35 intend to make this the crowning ef name of the depositor, the number of 1. In case of the death of a depos trees of the park will afford one of chronic cases of kidney and bladder
to regulate and confort of my life, you, my dear breth- his account, the date of issue, the
amount standing to his credit the grandest sights of the coronation trouble. It tends
will realize that this work, at my name of the depository office, and the itor the
bladder actions
illuminations.
and
trol
the
Colo.
$ 18.15
kidney
$ 44.35 ren,
to
or
ad
the executor
will be paid
time of life, will not prove either a date on which interest begins. The
The embassy .offices in Victoria and Is healing, strengthening and bracof his estate upon comministrator
or a picnic. It will be a great postmaster or his representative will
For sale by all druggists.
$ 21.10
$ 50.35 dance
pliance with the necessary require- street do not lend themselves so well ing.
task but one worthy of this parish and make out a duplicate of each certifi- ments.
case no formal administraIn
I beg all of you who are in it to help cate
issued, which the depositor will tion is desired by his relatives, the
me with your well known generosity. be required to sign and which the
postmaster may, if it is deemed prop
I put it before you as your duty and
postmaster will retain in his records. er, be autnonzea to pay tne amount
to
I
not
fail
will
believe
you
humbly
for
account
be
12.
No
may
opened
of the deposit, on application In propCorrespondinly Low Rates to All Other Points
do your part."
less than $1, nor will fractions of a er form, to the persons entitled to redollar be accepted for deposit.
ceive it, without the appointment of
On Sale Daily
13. No person is permitted to de an administrator.
posit more than $100 in any one cal
Account of Woman Who Marries.
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31'
endar month nor to have a total bal
32. A woman who opens an account
more
of
Palace.
ance to his credit at one time
and afterwards marries must present
Tickets and Reservations at
gjfl jWIS! Hi
A. J. Burkhead, Amarillo, Texas; H. than $500 exclusive of accumulated her
savings certificates at her office
R, McGibbon, City; Miss Nellie Fuller, interest.
New Mexican Building or Union Depot
in order that the certificates may be
14. Savings certificates can not be indorsed as payable to her in her new
Mosinee, Wisconsin.
Coronado.
transferred or negotiated and will be name. The postmaster will receive
J. Walker, Las Vegas; R. McKen payable only to the person to whom no further deposits from a
depositor
WILLIAM McKEAN
issued.
zie, City.
failing to comply with this require
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Montezuma.
15. On oijenine an account a de ment, nor will he make
Attorney-at-Laany partial
Ogden, $56.50.
Guy C. Dorman, Chicago; E. C.
Mining and Land Law.
positor is supplied with an envelope or interest payment to her.
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PAGE SEVEN

ior enort, was waixine; wnn mm.
She was
under her
parasol, her soft curls pinned
crown-wfsupon her small head, her
feet in high heeled white slippers.
Nan greeted them In
passing, for
the first time with dislike for the
other girl, so nonchalantly sure of
the man with her. Nan gave a look
at the sky it was clouding.
--

5en as

Bessie can deceived nim.'Giris
were all alike.
Then suddenly he rememberd having seen her whizzing down the ave-lu- e
earlier in the day in Mr. Stan- aope's auto, with Mr. Stanhope at the
iteering wheel. That luckless individ-la- l
had once patronizingly addressed
By MAITLAND L. OSBORNE
aim as "my little man," and Billy detested him accordingly.
"I'll punch him," reflected Billy
Billy Boy sat on the garden steps
and gloomily watched Belshazzar's tfoud, vindictively.
"Who what?" asked Uncle Jack,
frantic endeavor to dig out a mole.
Time was when Billy would have sec- startled.
onded Belshazzar's efforts but today
"Mr. Stanhope," explained Billy. "I
he would scarce have turned his head saw Bessie's aunt out riding with him
to watch a circus parade. j Jhesqmber In his auto."
'black pail of utter desolation bad set- - Uncle jack stared. Then he laughed.
tled over him and ye, which once
"Well you are an observant Vttle
had seemed so fair, mocked him, with Deggar," he
conceded
admiringly.
:
Its. usejessness.
isn't the root of the
that
'Though
r For Billy was in love, and his love
difficulty, Billy Boy. Mr. Stanhope is
was scorned, flaunted, derided and re- merely an accessory after the fact
fused and at Billy's age such things ion particeps criminis, as it were."
count. The iron had struck deep into
This being too deep for Billy's comhis soul and broken off, and the barbs prehension, he ignored it and opened
still rankled.
ap a new line of investigation. "What
That he had reached the epochal age s the matter, then?" he demanded'
of ten before attaining the grand pas- ?almly.
sion shows at least that he did not
"We quarreled," confessed Uncle
wear his heart upon his sleeve. Pre- lack.
viously he had sauntered idly along
"What about?" Billy's Inquisitorial
the primrose path of dalliance, in- tune was recognized and feared on sedulged in tentative flirtations with his ssions by all the family.
nurse, his kindergarten teacher, and
Uncle Jack shrugged his shoulders.
the
fairy with the flaxen 'You can search me," he answered excurls who waved 'him generous kisses pressively. "I don't know what about
with her chubby hands from the
The fact remains that we did quarrel,
lawn.
and now she won't speak to me, so I
Once across the intervening hedge, can't tell her I'm sorry and ask her to
he had shared with her a stick of ex- make up."
"Are you sorry?" demanded Billy.
ceedingly sticky candy; at another
time he had graciously allowed her
"Oh, yes, I'm sorry all right," admitto Inspect the burned finger that vis ted Uncle Jack with a rueful laugh.
However, that don't mend matters
ibly attested his patriotic observance
of the glorious Fourth
inwardly my, so don't bother your curly head
elated by her gasp of feminine horror about It, Billy Boy. You'll have trou
when he undid the wrappings of the bles of your own some day."
Billy thought of the Inconstant Bes
injured member.
Then had intervened a period during sie and wisely remained silent.
which he viewed the advances of the
Belsbazzar, waking, stretched himgentler sex with calm disdain, merg- self lazily and wandered out of sight
ing at times on distinct disfavor as, around the corner of the house. Billy,
for instance, when effusive feminine absorbed in thought,
If
followed.
visitors of uncertain age, alluding to Uncle Jack really wanted to make up.
him as "the little dear," drew him in- surely Bessie's aunt ought to be inwardly raging against his fate, within formed of the fact.
their detested embrace and kissed his
I'll go tell her," decided Billy
freckled face.
sagely.
On the evening of his tenth birthday
Behold then presently Billy trudging
he had had a party such a party! sturdily up the street with Belshaz-za- r
with oceans of pink lemonade and contagging happily at his heels. When
tinents of angel cake, mountain ranges he had turned the first corner he
s
of ice cream, isthmuses of
spied Bessie's aunt, book in hand, com
and island of cookies, principalities of fortably ensconced in a hammock in
pound cake and kingdoms of candy suf- the shelter of a tiny summer house.
ficient to allure the gloating gaze pf Making their way directly across the
the expectant guests and cause a le- lawn, Billy and Belshazzar appeared
sud
before her with disconcerting
gion of little "tummies" to ache in

I BILLY

At the party she appeared, pink- cheeked, adorable dimpled, demure,
looking for all the world as though
she might have wandered, Just awak
ened, from some huge gilt frame In the
picture gallery the type of little girl
that one instinctively longs surreptitiously to pinch to convince one's self
of her reality; also she lisped enchant-ingly- ,
and at her advent Billy beheld
his preconceived ideas, of femininity.
take instant flight.
"But you must dance with the other
little girls also," protested his mother,
gently guiding bis reluctant steps
where duty pointed, "and I'm afraid
Bessie's mamma would not like to
have her eat more than four dishes of
ice cream in one evening."
Bessie divine name!
After a month's devotion on his
part, Bessie had passed him on the
avenue that forenoon, seated in the
d
donkey cart of the
boy
across the street, haughtily uncon
scious of his existence, while he of the
snub nose had grinned at him offensively as they passed.
True, Billy had sauntered casually
across the street later in the day and
one
gravely pummelled the
in the seclusion of the coach house
till he howled for mercy, but this con
summation of righteous vengeance was
at best vicarious punishment for the
fickle Bessie.
So now, when Belshaz- zar cocked an inquiring ear in his di
rection and whined . eagerly, Billy
gloomily disdained his invitation to assist in excavating the mole, and with
hands thrust deeply in his pocket
viewed life darkly through disillusioned eyes.
.
Appeared presently around the corner of the house Billy's big uncle Jack,
likewise engulfed in gloom, with hands
in pockets and unllghted pipe despond
ently aslant, who seated himself be
side, Billy upon the steps and watched
Belsbazzars efforts dejectedly.
An Uncle Jack unsociable, untalkatlve and downcast of men was distinctly
new to Billy's experience that he view-ethe phenomenon with wonder
ment. Could it be possible; that the
barbed shafts of Jealouly had likewise entered his soul? r' With chin In
'
hand Billy pondered upon the problem
in silence.
Ah! he had it The cause of Uncle
Jack's woe was plain to him. Around
the fickle, the Inconstant Bessie revolved an attendant satellite yclept
Aunt Agatha, after whom Billy had
lately observed his Uncle Jack dangling
quite disgracefully, though why Billy
could not understand, certainly she was
not pretty that Is, from Billy's standpointlacking the adorable Bessie's
pink cheeks and Infantile plumpness,
likewise her bewitching lisp.
Then, too, she blushed it spoken to
suddenly, which' Billy regarded as a
foolish habit, and once in the early
stages of their acquaintance when he
bad shown her a little green snake no
longer than that, she had shuddered
with horror and begged him to take
the horrid thing away, whereupon he
bad stuffed the offending reptile back
into his pocket together with this handkerchief, three china marbles, and a
lump, ojf chewing gum, and stalked dis
dainfully away.
Still, if Uncle Jack liked that sort
of a girl U right There was no
''
,
accounting tor tastes.
Of cap--"
at
last
BelshaMar, despairing
turing the mole, cocked an ear inquir
ingly at each of his audience in , turn,
ind, neither offering further divertlse- ment,' curled himself np comfortably
between Billy's feet and went to Bleep.
BlUy cogitated further.; Uncle Jack:
bad openly evinced a pronounced fondness for the society of Bessie's aunt,
tnd now when by. all precedent he
ihould hare been playing golf , with
Iter, he was sitting on the garden steps
gloomily at nothing. - ,
taring
"
For this state of affairs. there could
s
Se but one plausible explanation.
snub-nose-

snub-nose-

d

'

-

Bee-He'-

aunt had deeelved.TJsclt Jack.
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Nan, hot and freckled and happy,
swung from the links to the lawn,
and threw her clubs with a rattle at
Virginia's feet. That blonde, rather
fretful person, drew back her immaculate white s.kirt
an laughed.
"Why all the sudden finery? Wear
white flannel, like me. This is not
so beautiful, but its auallty It
stands wear and tear, and It's pleasant doesn't make folks nervous
about touching it!"
Virginia sniffed! So that's your
definition of quality. I wonder if the
new girl is quality! Wonder what in
duced Liza Stanton to ask her to an
indefinite house party! Who is she
where is she from?"
Nan laughed again.
"Well, you look like a wild Indian,
Nan. Better go in for clinging things
and Vere de Vere repose, like this
Miss Leith Story. Go round the cor
ner to the grape arbor and you'll see
the reason for my change of heart
and attire. She reclines in a hammock, in a billow of pale blue gown,
with tiny white slippers, tiny white
A
hands, and an untauned skin.
blue cushion throws her yellow hair
Into relief. And beside her, looking
very sentimental, and reading washy
verse ' aloud, sits your especial adThe
mirer, 'one Terry Lawrence.
charmer has him in leash!" Vir
was not her strong
ginia's
point "Therefore, men love helpless, unatbletlc females. Get busy
with cold cream and curling irons,
shed short skirts and trip over draper
ies, and you may get him back!"
You must be feeling the heat,"
commented Nan. "Your talk Is demented! Terry doesn't belong to me
he's only a good neighbor from
childhood. And I like to look at Leith
Story myself I believe Mrs. Stanton
knew her mother at school. I'm go
ing in it 11 take me an hour to get

m

"Don't go too far, or you'll get
caught If a storm conies up."
Terry, intent on the girl with him,
made a V8gue answer. He was a
He had asked Leith
little troubled.
to walk, and she had consented listlessly.
"Yes, anything to fat away from
the everlasting old ladies!" she had
"Of course, your mother
answered.
is a dear, but one doesn't
always
want older people. I don't understand them, for one thing."
He did not like this. They walked
Before
dawdling.
along, talking,
they knew It, the sky suddenly became very black. He turned back In
stantly, and Terry tried to hurry
her, but her high heol3 Interfered.
Also,
And she was a little fretful.
she was visibly afraid. There was
literally no shelter in sight, and the

nearest

g
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self-contr-
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

BUY
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

e

d

d

ver-haire-

a day

ments in its local papers.
1
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
I susrar at one
cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for car- toaa 101s.

level-heade-

at
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the Stanton

place was nearly a half mile away.
Rain began to fall, thunder rolled and
a fierce flash of lightning cut the Wl
clouds. She put her hands over her mi
eyes, but he took her arm and tried
to help her on, supporting her.
"If we hurry. e won't get very
wet," he soothed, p.nd taking off his
white flannel coat, put It about her.
"You see, trees are not a safe place
I must get you l
In a thunder storm.
It
home some way; don't be afraid.
was careless of me not to heed what
Nan said."
"Nan that tomboy!" she said Irritably. "But she happened to know Pi
for once!"
Terry's defense of Nan rushed almost to his lips he suddenly loved
her boyish, outdoor traits. It was
better than this foolish helplessness.
He would have liked to shake Leith
Story.
The rain was beginning to come
down smartly now, and the road was
She clung to him and he
slippery.
held the ridiculous
para
sol over her.
clean."
Then a sudden crash of thunder
Virginia followed, feeling strained
to
and cross. She stuck her head in at made her scream and hold totight
him. He tried to get her
go on,
Nan's door a moment.
in vain. And then rescue came.
"Nan," she said, "don't mind my butAround a corner came a little 1
cattishness. Perhaps she is quality,
driv
but somehow she doesn't impress me covered phaeton, old Dawson rubber-bootedNan, mackintoshed,
so. This heat is making a peevish ing.
got out, smiling,
witch of me!"
'I knew youd be caught I came
was
after
a
she
Nan,
gone, thought
denness.
aided Terry
little. From her window she could after Miss Leith." She
Why how do you do, Billy Boy?'
in beside the
the
in
girl
getting
see
the arbor, a bit of pale blue, and
j
said Bessie's aunt a little uncertainly.
coachman, wet and complaining, her
It was hard to presage what a visit a long, lean, masculine figure draped hai
to
and
uncurled
beginning
over a rustic seat In an adoring attifrom Billy might portend.
over her face, her white slipHow do you do?" responded Billy tude. It was not like Terry to be string
She
with black mud.
heavy
pers
she
had
owl-likand
missed
playwith
gravity; then wrinkling ridiculous,
did
but
the
thanked
Nan,
girl
hardly
afternoon-Jehim
with
rry
that
his forehead thoughtfully, he regarded ing golf
was giving her
mind
not
that
Terry
Peters was not very interesting.
her with unwinking gaze for an appre
look of thanks.
Was Terry in love with the new girl? a beaming Miss
ciable space of time.
Drive
Story 'round to the
on
white
fresh
and
her
he
Putting
dress,
think
don't
I
you're pretty,"
side door Susan will be ready for
brown
her
in
soft
hair
its
up
piling
stated at last Judicially.
Nan.
commanded
usual simplicity, Nan told herself that her, Dawson,"
Bessie's aunt laughed deliciously.
walk in with Mr. Law- to
I'm
going
a
he
to
fall
had
in love as he
"To tell the truth, Billy," she admit
right
ence.
ted confidentially, "I don't think so pleased. But she rather wished she
Leith protested faintly.
were a little less freckled, a little less
either."
Nan stopped her. "We're both
But I guess my Uncle Jack does,' alarmingly healthy In appearance. ducks!
We used to get away from
Miss
extreme
made
whereat
Bessie's
Story's
fragility
continued Billy,
mother and put on old things and
her
Amazonian.
feel
aunt forgot to laugh and blushed in
wet purposely and we both love
At dinner, Terry was all eyes for getwarm
stead. "And he don't know what you
rain don't we, Terry?"
a
and him quarreled about," went on Leith Story. Nan laughed with, and
He nodded as the vehicle turned,
and
Jerry, Virginia was high-breBilly gravely, "but he's sorry anyway.
and faced Nan, her hair
curling
and it wasn't about Mr. Stanhope, be- bored. Mrs. Stanton, when the meal about the
edges of her water-proo- f
was over, excused herself for some
cause he says Mr. Stanhope is a non
The phaeton went its way.
and sent off a missive cap.
non something that I forget, but if I letter-writinI never was so glad to be rescued
manner:
was Uncle Jack I'd punch him," said that read after this
on
Nan.
Blessings
"Come here for a little while and in all my life,
Billy, doubling up his fists belligerentSeems as If I had found the
you!
ly. "Anyway, I think Uncle Jack Is straighten out the tangle Terry is comrade-ange- l
of old times!"
lots nicer than Mr. Stanhope," he getting himself a'nd me into. Against
She walked thankfully, blissfully
added.
my will I asked Leith Story her- e- beside him in the
steady rain, splash
"So do I," admitted Bessie's aunt had to for her mother's sake but
in the mud with her little rubber-booteing
she's
like
her
father's people. I don't
after thoughtful consideration. "And
feet. She smiled at him.
did you say he was sorry?" she asked. know the girl, but Terry Is at her
Nan "it was horrid of you to
feet And Nan, sweet and wholesome
Billy nodded emphatically.
things about me to Leith Story.
"Well if he's sorry" Bessie's as ever, seems not even to see, let say
made you? It isn't like you."
alone to rescue him against bis will. What
aunt was visibly impresesd.
She looked her astonishment. "Didn't
an
Leith
is
Uncle
now!"
I
Jack
can't
only flirting
Perhaps
"Why there's
tell her you were dead sick of
nounced Billy, pointing an accusing quite make her out but I don't you
a mere neighbor always at
having
Uncle Jack!
Anger. "Uncle Jack!
just care for her. Come down and see your heels like a retriever?" Her
for yourself I'll meet you at the sta look made him aware that
he called shrilly.
she had
Uncle Jack turned his head, but it tion at any time you mention.
never said a word of the sort His
was not at Billy that he looked. He
Liza.
."Lovingly,
wet hand went out for hers, and she
One morning shortly after Mrs.
must have read forgiveness in the
it to him frankly.
a
moment
tor
Lawrence appeared casually enough, gave
glance of Bessie's aunt,
"Some folks," she said gravely,
and was warmly welcomed. Nan, the "are
later be was crossing the lawn.
and some are not
It
"I'm afraid my small nephew has motherless, had always loved her sil shows quality,
in the way they stand daily
d
been disturbing you," be apologized,
neighbor, and Terry was wear and tear. Don't
you think so,
picking up the book that Bessie's aunt devoted. The old gentlewomen knew Terry?"
and
its
and
world
careful
the
She
had conveniently dropped,
ways.
quietly,
He stopped in the muddy road to
but persistently cultivated Miss Leith
ly restoring it to her.
her a happy but very wet kiss.
give
s
"Not in the least,"
Story, who was perfectly polite, but
iunt "We've been, exchanging confi- not over friendly. Terry, In some
She Was Well Protected.
dences on oh, lots of personal mat vague way, was aware that his time
they've got a woman pitcher
ters." She hunted diligently for the was being taken up, that he was be for"Sal,
one of dese teams, ain't they?"
she
when
interfered
lost
had
with..
dropped ing
place she
"Sure. Haven't you seen her?"
the book. "He says you are sorry.'
Virginia rather wistfully watched
Who's de thin guy watchin
was
her wont She saw de"Nope.
I am abjectly repentant" he as things as
tickets
go in de box?"
Mrs. Stanton, Terry's mother. Peters,
sured her gravely.
"Dat's her husband."
Bessie appeared,
always somebody, about the new girl.
"An' who's de whiskers tendln'
adorably dimpled, demure.. At sight She herself kept in the background
gate?"
on
no
would
chewed
seek
she
she
man, not even
reflectively
jf Billy
"Dat's her father." .'
jne chubby finger and smiled at him Terry, to whom h'er heart reached
"Den I suppose de bat boy 1b her
out In spite of herself.
ingenuously.
brother."
"Leth go see my white rabbith,
Things went on, quiet outwardly.
"Correct."
but in a rawer strained way. Nan
BlUy," she cooed alluringly.
was much outdoors, often alone in
Billy went
Some Fall.
her canoe on the little lake not far
"You were In on the ground floor
Voice of Bitter Experience.
One
monring she went out of the scheme?"
away.'
'
Biggs A man killed himself the I very early, before the sun was well
"No, I was in the cupola; when
other day with a safety razor.
up. Rounding a little point she came the bottom dropped out I fell clear
Griggs Gee, it's a wonder if was across Terry in another boat, his into the subcellar." Puck.
arms full of water lilies, half open.
harp enough.
He greeted ner in tne old
The Brighter 8lde.
"Hello!
Crowded.
Early bird you are!
the beautiful
without,
Listening
The microbe conductor clung des- came out to get Hiss Story some Ill- girl's father could hear the smltton
have 'em where she
swain sighing exactly like a furnace.
perately to a thread on the trailing lies she doesn't
lives."
skirt of the street dress.
"However, be probably eats a good
a
at
Nan
the
glance
gave
banks, deal less coal!" chuckled the old man
To the angry germs who waited for
ner
answered
but Terry
glance.
a ride, he shouted:
wnn me. i sup- philosophically. needs must look for"Cant hold any morel Take the , "On, sne isn't
For though he
still
asleep she isn't ward to having both the young people
pose she's
next train!"
much for exercise. And Nan! I hope to
WILBUR IX NBSBXT.
support, he could do so optimisI
you won't overdo it. Yesterday
out there in that hot sun tically. Puck.
saw
you
lit the family.
You'll get
Mother's Advice.
"Of eourse. ru be blamed it the on the. links,
sunstroke!
are
"What
you girls doing?"
thing goes wrong. Don't you always . The
'
girl looked at him in puzzlmake me the goat?"
"Settling our costumes for the
ement She had never worn a hat,
"Why not? Don you always butt
Shakespeare ball, mother."
save under threat She had lived in
"Take my advice and wait They
the sun all her life. And so had he may dig up something at any moment
This was Leith Story's influence, of to prove there never was such a perCould Afford Liberality.
course! Another
she felt his son, and then where would your
The Marketer Aren't you wastins; strained attitude thing
toward her.
Rosalind and Celia be?" Punch.
a good deal of that steak In trimming a moment he looked at her in For
the
it?
old way, then suddenly took up bis
Their Fault.
The Batcher No, ma'am; I weighed
paddle.
'The orator we heard last night
nrst." .
I dldnt mind to intrude on you," seemed to have sound views, did he
he said, and was off before she eould not?"
A False Charge. ,
answer that she was ' Tory glad
"Oh, yes; they were all sound."
i- - ,
, ,
hear, Kiss Anna, that your young he was there
A few days after this in the late
Mead from oollege uses volte ees
Her Material.
"
afternoon she was coming in from
qupeaauan language."
"That is a queer servant of yours.
"That aint true! Be talks Uk
Of What is she supposed to be made?"
wonder. Leith Story, usually too lasy I "She is maid of all work.
perfect gentleman!."
'
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bare-heade-

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therft is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
MERCHANT is noted by the
THE
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-

,

smiled-Bessie'-

plnked-cheeke-

boy-wa-

The "flew Mexican" goes info the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

euery post office in

i

Mexico

pays to advertise in She
HEX 600"

bare-heade-
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' THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

meeting! finds Santa Fe's Ideal climate so al- in their lodge: luring that he has decided to locate
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
rooms owing to the death of Brother here although he himself is in the
Bot hwell, and all members of the or-- j best of healtn, has rented .the offices
tier are reauested to attend. By or- - formerly used by Dr. Standley O.
der 0f the president, Colonel George Small on East Palace avenue, almost
M., June n.
V. Prichard.
Santa Fe,
opposite the postofflce. - Dr. PosnanThe weather for New Mexico X
Scalded His Comrade Fred Rin-- i sky was admitted to practice medicine
is generally cloudy with local
tte. a private of the U. S. infantry, in New Mexico a year ago when he
'
showers this afternoon and to- stationed at Noria, Dona Ana county, was In this city:
or
"The
Derelict
It's a
has
been:
on
Mexican
Thursday.
the
Reporter".
boundary,
night
arrested for scalding Private J. E. ' Vitagraph. Don't miss It at the Elks'.
V
Sadler by pouring a bucket of boiling j
in all colors at Goebels. water over him in a quarrel. Sadler, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MET LAST EVENING.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital was taken to the hospital at El Paso.j
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on
Judge Knaebel's Condition At 3.13
o'clock this afternoon the sisters at: will Make Its Quarters In the "Old
hand. Phone Black 188.
toPalace After August 1 New
the Sanitarium stated that the cond'i-- i
Change of Program at the Elks'
Business College,
night: The Mother; The Derelict Re- tion of Judge John H. Knaebel is
about the same. The judge was i
porter; In the Days of 49.
Second Girl Wanted At once by stricken with paralysis at 9 o clocK
president S. G. Cartwright was in
Mrs. Mills. Call at executive man- this morning and and physicians who th? chair and E. R. Paul acted as
sion mornings.
saw him, did not think he would live secretary last evening at the regular
"Never Again will I take anything until tomorrow,
meeting of the Chamber of Corn- but the best insurance," The same old
Free Lecture on India Mrs. Ham- - merce. Professor W. J. Bailey
story, better to secure the right kind
who is on her way home after a plained the plans for the business colnow. Try Santa Fe Abstract Realty three
years' trip around the world, lege he is about to establish and
and Insurance Agency.
this evenine at. 7:45 o'clock, sneak ported that he has fifteen pupils
Children's Clothing equal to Best on India at th Firsr
Prince, E. K
Presbvterian signed up.
& Co., but cheaper at Goebels.
is an interesting P"1- - S. G. Cartwright and others took
church Mrs.
New Mexican Building Contractor snpaw Th
m.hiin i. invit. pan in the discussion that followed.
H. S. Lutz read a letter from the
Campbell this morning broke ground ed
for the New Mexican building at the
passenger
department of the Santa
me lempertaure ine temperature
to Raymond
corner of Palace and Sheridan ave-Bvstpm
.
to
70
was
57
and
degrees
yesterday
whitnmh pXIirHinnR mni-innues. The structure is to be comIolme
uc alaets reiauve numiu.iy
Fe one of tneir regular Bt0ppIng
pleted by December 1.
was 74 per cent. The pwciplt- a- ganta
,
The ,etter wa8 referred to
Don't Miss Seeing "The Mother" day
places.
t
a picture that touches the heart. At uon ior me past Zi nours ending at
C. G. Ritchie.
Secretary
a. m. today was 0.12 of an inch of
the Elks' tonight.
the- - following
board
The
adopted
rain. Thp Ipmnernfiiro at fi a m in.
Special Orders our hobby at Goe- dav was. S7
of
motion
resolution
upon
waa
half
Thr
bels.
an hour shower yesterday afternoon, or L- - Bradtord Prince:
Lest You
of
Forget, tomorrow will over Santa Fe and it did the, crops
"Resolved, That the 'Chamber
start the closing out sale of Ladies'
Commerce has listened with much in- Oxfords at Salmon's Big Store.
Opens Office Here Dr. Monty Pos- - terest and pleasure to the statement
Beavers'
Special
Meeting Thenansky,. the St. Louis surgeon, who of W. J. Bailey relative to the open-- ;
ing of a business college In Santa Fe:
'that we appreciate fhe importance of
such an institution in our city and
welcome its establishment among us;
and that we commend this practical
form of education to parents and
s
students wno aesire increased
efficiency and success.
A cheap wagon looks about as good as a Studebaker when it
SENATOR LORIMER IN
is new, but it won't compare with a Studebaker after several
WASHINGTON FOR INQUIRY.
years wear;
'Beavers will hold

at

i

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no.
GROCERY

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1911.

T?E, N. SI.

8 o'clock

a special

SSX?tSSS$SSSXX$Si
..

and BAKERY

j

COFFEES
First Class

Jap-a-La- c

Guaranteed

MRS. RORER'S

j

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
HALL and WHITE HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
BARR1NGT0N
CUP

QUALITY

j

UNEXCELLED

,

;

;

Phone No. 4.

F.Andrews

Phone No.4.

-

ll

j

Han
..;r,i

Turquoise, Laveliers,

!
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e
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Amethysts,

Opals,

-
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EXQUISITE DESIGNS

''TIE Wakham is America's
pioneer watch. Here and
abroad it is recognized as
the LIgfnest type of
We are headquarters for the

GOLD AND SILVER

time-piec- e.

Waltham Watch

Between Wagons

Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.

"It's Time

S.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

Hardware

IS

OfW

Company

Distributors

of

The .Walger
New Model
Awning
.

dusi-nes-

WAGON

The cheap wagon is "played out" in a few years,
But,
The Studebaker will be practically as good as hew.
The prudent farmer buys the wagon that will do his work well
and wear well.

He

Studebaker.

buys

Light running
THE

I

And what is more,
The chances are that what you have paid on it for repairs, added
to the original cost, would be more than we would ask for a new

You Owned a Waltham."

WOOD-DAV-

i

There is a Difference

FILIGREE

wears longest

BEST AWNING
EVER PUT UP

-.
.-

SANTA FE HARDWARE
&

SUPPLY CO.

FRIGHTFUL

tonight

r

,

LIVELY RALLY IN
WHEAT ON MARKET.
V? :

TOLL OF
CONSUMPTION.

(Continued From Page One.)

in Stocks on Wad Street Was
Light and Devoid of Any Significance.

Trading
-

from all preventable diseases, the figures stagger comprehension.
According to the report of the com (By Special leased Wire to Sew Mexican)
mittee of one hundred on national vi
Chicago, 111., June 21. There was
tality, there are always 3,000,000 per a lively rally in wheat today after an
sons in the United States on the sick early decline. The reason for the
list, about 1,000,000 of whom are .in
upturn was found in bullish telethe working period of life. Figuring grams from crop experts in the souththe waste of wages or income, the ex ern part of North Dakota referring to
pense of medicine, medical attention, .the sore need of rain.
special foods, etc., the annual cost to 'Developments
concerning South
y
the United States is $1,500,000 at the Dakota and Nebraska were more
lowest estimate. Professor Fish- - sismistlc than heretofore. September
er says that the actual figure mar started at 69 2 cents to 90 cents or
times this!
off to
cents advance,
well amount to several
amount, but when statistics are j ; Then followed a rise to 901-- andj
based partially on conjecture, they j a reaction to 90 cents. The close
need to be stated with special caution. was nervous at a net gain for Sep- Climate Cures.
tember.iBlg Shipments from here and
lack' of moisture in the west help"Tuberculosis is a disease of the the corn.
ed
to 8
September opened
who
contract
it may,
poor. The rich
touchcents'
58
58
at
to
higher
by moving to a salubrious climate; or
ed 58
and advanced rapidly
by careful living in their former en- to 59
The close was strong with
some
of
die
vironment, eventually
September 11-higher.
other disease. No matter how much
Excited buying kept oats on the upwe patch up the poor in the incipient
ward jump.-- ' September started
stage in the sanatorium, ""when we nanto tn 4 nonta
i1aaiAi. n AA O
.
n
lu' u uiui .j i. v, iv ihlv lire auiiuuiiyiuga i
8Cnde4
tl-4-.
which originally produced the disease,
.Wrfh
run
'tne
hog
lighter than ex
as a rule they relapse' and die. Statistics of
"cures" are practical- pected provisions Joined in the general advance.',, A1J offerings were ably worthless. In our work iin Boston
to
First sales showed 2
we find that the
"arrested" sorbed.
decases which return to bad social con- 121-- cents gain with September
8.40-folard,
ditions soon come back for treatment livery8.4515.55, for pork;
for
ribs.
and
to our advanced hospital for adWall Street.
vance cases, and finally die of the
New York,. June 21. Trading in
disease."
stocks'; during the morning session
"Control of tuberculosis in small was
.light and entirely detowns" and "Tuberculosis as a factor void extremely
The market
of significance.
in the increased cost, of living," were seemed' to be affected
by the dullness
other subjects taken up today.
in London, where financial operations
were at complete standstill by reason
LARGEST VESSEL AFLOAT
of the coronation.
REACHES NEW YORK.
Declaration of the regular
dividend on Lehigh Valley
increased firmness to
Olympic as Easy to Handle as Cat
the list at noon. Bonds were irreguBoat Declares Pilot Who Took
lar.
.
Her Into Dock.
sud-ide- a

pes-ver-

I

8

2

2

2

4

8

4

C
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.

2

2

-

,

semi-annu-

Close Heavy.
New York. June 21. The market
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hearings Will Be Resumed Tomorrow
Price generally were
New York, June 21. Twelve stout closed heavy.
Afternoon With Yates as the
tug boats strained and pulled on the shaded in the last hour.
First Witness.
new White Star Olympic today on her
Cotton.
arrival from England, warping the
Liverpool, Eng., June 21. Closing
to
New
Leased
Wire
Mexican)
(By Special
giant steamship into her dock. The cotton.
Spot moderate business;
Washington, D. C, June 21. Ac- Olympic was given a noisy welcome prices five points higher.
companied by his personal counsel, as she moved up the Hudson river.
American middling fair, 8.75; good
Elbridge Hanecy of Chicago, Senator
Julius Adler, the pilot, who brought middling, 8.43; middling, 8.21; low
reto
Lorimer arrived in Washington
the Olympic through the harbor lanes midling, 8.01; good ordinary, 7.75; ormain throughout tne Senate inquiry remarked as he
relinquished the dinary, 7.50; sales, 7,000 bales.
into his election. Hanecy will remain wheel: "She handles like a cat boat."
constantly with him, and it is expect The Olympic is the largest steamer
If you want anything on erth try
ed that they will have the assistance afloat.
a New ufexlcan Want Ad.
of William Hynes, who has been engaged as counsel in the special inter-jes- t
of Edward Hines, the lumberman
whose name has been connected with
the collection and disbursement of the
alleged $10,000 corruption fund.
HARDY PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
SWEET PEAS.
The hearings will be resumed at
I
finest
ever
Sweet
Peas
seen
arin
the
have
Santa Fe, and can
one o'clock tomorrow and if he
fill orders, large or small, in many choice varieties in separate
rives in time, former Governor Rich
ard Yates will be the first witness of colors or mixed colors as desired.
the day.
DAHLIAS AND OTHER FLOWERS IN SEASON.
.

JAMES McCONVERY,

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

I

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

tri

Phone, Black 204.

JnllOi
G
Closing Out Sale to Begin TIlliRSMY. JUNE 22nd, for

-:-

CASH WITH ORDER.

415 Palace Ave.

-

oil

11

One Week Only

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
largest shoe house in the world,

800

They ate made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in every jpartictdat.
I

SHOE
It takes a mighty well made
Oxford to hold its snape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
'
: '.
cr it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe.
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.
We

have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you
'what real shoe satisfaction is.

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

'.
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shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
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PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS
now
now
$2.75 $3.00
"
"
2.60
2.75
"
"
2.50
2.50
"
"
2.25
2.00
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Don't forget the dale, June 22nd
11

..

NATHAN SALMON.

